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CHAPTF.RI

THEPROBLEM

This study is a presentation
problems involved in beginning
Bible

camp.

The purpose

of the organization
summer

and maintaining

is to

(l) display

and

the differenc

s

between a summer Bible camp and other camps; (2) explore
possibilities

of a Bible camp like C mp Shiloh in helping

c rry out the great
(3) present

commission of Jesus in

helpful

interest

din

suggestions
similar

There is much material
concerning

express
this

available

regarding

been very little

and

to camp organizers
of camps.

There is

the operation

groups.

of camps

Some of the in-

is about Bible camps established

purpose of seeking

information.

d

work.

available

by religious

are controlled

formation

to camp organizers

the operation

also a wealth of material
that

28119;

SIGNIFICANCE OF TI-IE Sll..DY

II.

and directors

att.

to

f cts about a Bible camp in oper tion

specific

which may offer
planners

the

and saving the lost.

ho ever. deals
written

methods in organizing

in generalities.

~

for the
st of
There has

about some of the problems and
summer Bible camp.

To carry it one

2

step further,
cally

there

has been almost nothing written

bout one summer Bible camp, dealing

problems and methods of its
written

to furnish

operation.

specifi-

with the speci

This thesis

c

vas

x mples of how it was done at one of the

summer Bible camps: Camp Sh·l h.
The purpose of this
. facts

about th

future

operation

organizers
Thi

camp organizers

cud

of tried

would

ev luate

and tasted

lleviate

d

III.
the secondary

their

lin

rv

methods already

hints

th c

and

ing

uggesti

source material

Bible camp with the accepted

n gener 1.

n c

ping

standards

standards

as us d

of one specific

of camps in general.

This data were obt ined from books and magazines
data,

and non-religious.

however, were bulletins,

reports,
letters
formation

magazine articles,

in the files

ns

SOURCS OF DATA

only as a comparison to measure th

both religious

own

part of the problem th t

have in se rching fr

in a maze of m terial

and present

of Camp Shiloh in such a way that

and directors

programs in the light
utilized.

st dy was to gather

bout camps,

The primary source of
manuals, books, newspapers,

staff

criticism

of Camp Shiloh.

sheets,

Letters

.and news

requesting

in-

were sent to workers who had had some experience

with the work at Camp Shiloh.

Personal

background for the study of the problem.

interviews

provided

The personal

ex-

3

perience
lor

oft

for

author.

e

t Camp Shilo

ear

one

ho 1ad, or ed as

c urchin

and h

day camp c unse-

spent

rk c·ty~

in the

ork of th

ew

pl .et

the b c ground for the study.

written

by a stu:ient

t Harclin-Si

seve

serve

ons University

years in Bible camp work~ ,as als

source m teri

1.

the

It was speci lly helpful

uthor,

though

a-i ting

had ,or ed about on ye
IV.

on Bibl

0

use

for this

s
study

camps in gener l,

t Camp Shiloh.

ws

f

d

s . -r Bible c mp th tis

oper ted by members of the Church of Christ.
study w snot

limit

source material

limited

~ho h d

UMITS AND SCOPE OF THE INVESTIGATI

This sttdy

secondary

to sup-

An th r thesis,

spent several

since

1 months

d to Camp Shiloh

was limit

d to that

source material

of th

The entire

although th
p rticul

r c

pri

ry

p.

The

tion w snot

investig

in scope.

The investig

tion covered most of the important

of the C mp Shiloh program
haustive.

f w facts

In some of th

s a consider

c mp progr m.

vast numb r of sections
investigated.
ere so similar

it

w

phases of thee

were presented

in the Bibl

lthough

s by no mens exmp program only a

tion of their

This limitation

of the progr m that

Also, many of the activities
to c

areas

ps in g ner l th t littl

place

s due to the
could h ve been
of Camp Shiloh
discussion

4

was needed.
st of the f cts concerning

the physic 1

Camp Shiloh serve only to in~~oduc

th

was emphasized very little

itself,

ences that exist

camp will not have, therefore,
this

bee u e f the

physical

point in this

as

particular

if

r-

C mp

plant whic1 th
it

t

t

The lant,

among all camps in this r g rd.

Shiloh had an exc llent
stress

c P•

1

avcra~e

f no consequence to

tudy.

V. LIMITATI S OF TECHNIQUE
E LOYED
The author made a spec·

data for this

thesis.

investigation

as to the spiritu

A similar

who were baptizod
be impractical.

to

T

w York

st of the material

but it was found to b

accessible,
camper.

l trip

impractical

1 values

survey concerning
and their

s

th

faithfulness

to gather

a ily

to conduct an

in the lives

of

numb r of c mpors

w s also found to

Many times the addr ss s of these campers

were changed, and too, the cam ers wero over such a scattered

area that person l investig

camper was too difficult
ould be impossible
faithfulness
testimony.

portion

It wa felt

of each

that it

something as intangible

on the basis

of the camper's

as

0¥.n1

Also, it w s docided that a survey over a small

of the cm

to establish

to attempt.

to determine

to Christ

tion into the life

rs would not be representative

satisfactory

conclusions.

Therefore,

enough
the balance

5

of the investigation

in this

mony of experienced

regard was limited

to the testi•

persons who had participated

in the Camp

Shiloh program.
VI.

DEFINITION OF TERMS

~ummer
a,ble camp.. The church has possibilities
camp work throughout

the year by ovemight

end campouts, and various
This study,

how ver,

August.
lished

al though its

bring

with the functions

purpose

eek-

of Camp Shiloh,

for a two-month period in July and

The summer Bible camp i
by the church

excursions,

school rel ted camp functions.

dealt

a camp whieh operates

for

not

to carry out th
is identical

n organi ation estabwork of the church,

to that of the church:

people to a saving knowledge of Jesus Christ.

ie.

The

ummer Bible camp is not the church although it is managed
and conducted by persons

It 1s an organization

Christ.
apart fro
bution

who are members of th

the church;

of individu

ls,

stablished

it is supported

s parate

and

in part by the contri•

both members of the Church of Christ

and non-members; and it is dedicated
transforming

Church of

personalities

into th

to the purpose Qf
im ge of the savior,

J sus Christ.

A Bible camp like Camp Shiloh is different
summer camps, both religious

and non•religious,

of the time ite purpose is different.

from other
in that most

The difference

between

to

6

Bible c mp and
trated

non-r

ligious

by comparing a stat

colleg.

To a person

of institutions,

obvious.

supported

coll ge has some things

lly receptive

perso

non-religious

camp does not hav •

r valu s to b~ enjoyed
in th

ence lies

kind of values

The diff
religious

c

renc

bet\-en

interpret
different

pl

th

difference

is

ppr

vdll

is generally
lectu

land

p :rtain

feelings

to its

nd purpose in oper tion.

the difference

lies

tiona

in the

Comp re th

to th
Chri ti

be used in a much narr

distinctively
nit·

nd the

for the purpose of
er sense than it

It does not enco p ss th

endowments of the mind although

use in o 1e

or states

are

t.

considered.
higher

camp

Often t mes,

to def ne.

Spiritual. Th term, nspiritual,"
thesis,

Bible

e

s mmer Bible c mp and other

of denomin tionalism
of non-deno

res

Although there

tion of God's pl n of s lvation.

v rying doctrines

to

t both camps. the differ-

the s me plan

Howev r. gene:r lly speaking,

is

received.

ps is . ore difficult

they have ess ntially

types

to offer

In like manner there

l v lues to be receiv d at

many simil

Christian

that the state-supported

spixitu

desirable

this

ge to

as the author has, the difference

school eould never offer.

th ta

coll

e illus-

ho has attend d both of these

The Christian

the spiritu

c mp could b st

~ns •

intel•
these do

It is not mer ly the moral

of the soul although these

are a part

of

7

it.
God

ctly

ore corr
s descri

as influenced

by the divine

Spirit

s defined

in the

not those which bring

their

ker.

lity

in this

salvation

souls

Summer ible
limited

of souls

opposition

affections

of God.

1, using the

which are spiritu

gene:r

yet these

sense•

into the correct

v lues

re

relationship

c mps seek to emphasize

v,hich has t

definition

·p to

r 1 tions

s to do with the soul and its

Ith

All c mps h ve values
word

,'s

ed in His Holy Word and in direct

1.

to the car

lt h"' to do wit ..

to

piritu-

do with the

for eternity,

Follgyt:upw;gqram. The use of the term, Hfolloi\-up
program," was prompted because of its
camping method.
successful
provide

in fulfilling

its

mission.

for existing.

a means of foll0\1ing

upon the basis

of principles

A

follow-up

The first

ing the efforts

of the

rounding area.

It is

in the area

the campers into

eturn home.

program

reason is to

through

with campers at home

taught

hile

at camp.

second reason is to achieve harmony and unity

churches

to the

it the camp meth<Xican be much more

~ith

has two main reasons

significance

The

y coo:rdinat•

camp with the churches of the sur-

a progr m to encour
to provide

furthe:r

ge rnertbers of the

activities

growth spiritua

which will

ly

fter

they

guide

CHAPr.cR II
T E HIST RY OF C MP SHI LOO

The founding
pioneering

efforts

ortheast.

There

exist

nc

success

ere

Camp Shiloh,

in the

it

app rent
th t

is felt

could profit

the ex mple set by Camp Shiloh.

with

t

as obtained

~. Clinton Davidson,

Bern rdsville

nd from v rious

of its

and directors

d.ng information

The foll
an interview

but because
misEjion field,

c mp organizers

fro

a sumner Bible cap

.any other sum. er Bible c mps in

in a very difficult

oasurably

ndha

in starting

before

prospective

i

of Camp Shiloh is a worthy e,ample of

Church of Christ,

pamphlets,

ne ispapers,

prim rily

in

a member of th

!endham, e Jersey,
and bulletins

in

e

Camp Shiloh files.

ground
ill

Consider

tion

leading

to th

incltde

of preaching

establishment
Shiloh

a brief

will

be given to the historic

establishment
ntion

of Camp Shiloh.

of the search

the gospel in the p rticular
of C mp Hunt,

This

for

nei.1

rea.

of the

nd of the procurement

method

of Camp

property.
I.

HISTOOICAL BACKGROUND

M.r. J rdine McKerlie vas a Scotsman fr
Canada.

1 back-

He w s an engineer

iho

Ont rio,

•ent to Haxding College

to

9

direct

1 rts

an Industri

class

charge of the construction

in mech nics and to be in

of the ne

c mpus.

While working there,

Earlier,

about 1936, he had started

which the Bible

st

ne r Tor.onto.

plish

The camp h d no

Mr.

ame nd

1

problem

to spr

cKerlie

s

It was

d the gosp l

had found the

orth-

area in which to reach people.

as in choosing the best

the most good in the least

method to

amount of time.

to campi g on a experimental

turned

attac.

v ry inform l camp in

is efforts

In

to be a very difficult

His chief

he died of a heart

ught.

of the Lord Jesus Christ,
east

on the

nd other members of his family.

opcr ted by himself
located

buildings

cco~

Thus, he

b sis.

There v.iere ot er people from t e South who were concerned about the c use of Christ
best

Jersey.

shville

churc es sent

years

he spent in Jersey

slow.

Few n ti ves of

about thirty-five

a preacher

The preacher

with support.

to Jersey

ye rs later,

Ci y •

a r-J

,orked hard for the ten

City but progress
ew Jersey

and the

In the 1920 1s, one of

method to use in promoting it.

the

still

in the ~ortheast

ias agonizingly

were converted

and today,

the pre cher •s salary

is

being p id by a church in the South.
About 1936, another

time pre cher to Trenton,

church in the South sent
ew Jersey.

There is a full•time

tod y but his sal ry is

pre cher in Trenton,

et Jersey

still

church in the South.

being p id by

full•

The gr 11thof the

10
ch rch hns b en very slow bee use th

n tiv

ere not being

s

conv rted.
Th
rly

Church of Christ

lanhattan

w "' 1930 b fore

_s 1915, but it

support

a preach

nh tt

1940,

• Clinto

sh·ngto

ffectiv

• D.

m nn r.

th ir m mbership e
only transi
in r

th

t lked

c.,

or are not r ltd

Christ?

The nuooer was

cally,
with

few f milies

xp nding in
ost of

nd many of th m ~r

d some of the church sin
How many people

tom mbers of th

Church of
Church of

and it w s

disappointment

outside

re you

pp rent

s stronger

numeri•

the church 'ler being re ched

the gospel.
~

in th_ cour,try

peopl

rs of

v r. th t

ven in the South, where the church

Th

w s

n

who are not members of th

Christ,

th t

lad

also.

He asked the question:
regularly

South.

re h ving gr at difficulty

L ter Mr. D vidson consult
teaching

to

mber of th

d, h

South

Thy

b

as

membex-

from th

th th

hich h

ble

of th

Da ·ctson. th n

from th

ching the n ti ves,

Okl?homa.

m jority

He discover

nt m~ni:>rs.

•1· re

they

ho h d co

n Church of Christ.

church in
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More v r,

d of Christians

ship consist

I

r.
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rxihc'm-Berr, rdsvill
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d

s possibl
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C urch
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Th ir go l
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rist,

of

rdsv· lle,

s tot

on thos

loc t d
ti",,

~ch
p opl

J0

rs y,

5

m ny
ho

11

were not members of the Churc
to members of the Churc

of Christ.

with the same difficulties

effective

methoc! to

Canada.

getting

ttain

where the church

they invited

youngsters

vacation

started

which started

Bible

the fire

The camp method will

II.

to find the

Mr.

ibl

11•asloc

to attend
.-..c ool.

very

ct<erlio in
in

camp he had started.

vailable

building

l•

successful

Church of Crist

use of some of the facilities
estate

so h

ad bee

to como to th

the Mendharn-Dernardsvillo

eff rs

th ir goal., they found

·1:r. .\cKerlie

children

They wero confronted

In thei

method to bo t e one in

Ontario,

or were not related

that the other chu chcs in the

orthea t had been facing.
most suitable

of Christ

then began making
on the Davidson
In the summer

t d.

parties

and c m outs,

This v; s

and

spark

.e first

for Bible camping in the fortheast.
be discussed

thoroughly

in Chapter IV.

CAMPIIUNTESTABLISHED

In 1947, l'l'tr. Eddie Grindley came to New York City and
dedicated

Gorge

himself

to the cause of Christ

Gurganus, in New York, was interested

camp somewhere in that
efforts,
place

.in that

area so he and

place.

,ir.

in beginning

• Grindley

combined

and "in the summer of 1947, Camp Hunt, a beautiful
in upper Ne., York State,

started

operations.

ttl

Sixty

~----------lcamp Shiloh
Shiloh).

anual,

1951 (.U.meographed anual, Camp
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as amazing.t2
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"
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paper published

(c mp Hunt) laid

in
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ustin,

that

Texas,
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terms of a similar
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ad reference
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this

to the first

c urch at Me dha

of young people,

operation.

drawback

also

They realized

of the camp at Hubbardsville.

York, was a serious

sum.~er and

CAAii' SHILOH FOUNDB)

About 1950, th
pri

this

in the

of Camp S iloh.
III.

consisting

ere produced

h s resulted

with ~rhich God h-s blessed

summer 1s operation

the poten-

re d1 "It

the wond rful

This article

~ir.

in the Firm Foun tion,

th t b came av ilabl

sum."Iler's work. tt3

Method to

re li zati on o

amazing opportunities
results

The

b oug t

fonder ul results

foundation

t.c

of this

of yo.1 gsters,

and in 1951, an article

r ligious

250

s p o-

so_(\ r ...cr atio

to a full

type of work.

sent to

Yo k, abou

eff ctiveness
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er

n Isl

119, t e

101

1b

:r. Gurganus

ti al of that
i

of Manatt

a ste dy diet

wit

rem.old the character
Grin
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e, York City.

fr
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being

for th

Bern rdsville,

eg n thinki
that

the loca-

so f r from

immediate

g ii"

are

e"
of

e

•
Grindley

2camp Shiloh
).
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Bulletin,

1951 (Article

fmmdatjon, Austin,

Texas,

by
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r.

Eddie

16, 1951.
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York Ci·'y.
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ilar

Some xpr ss d t

ir f eli

on : "C m Hunt'

i

1948.

£forts

from

ore mode to begin

4

ttended

ere

10.ll qualified

1,:

in

h

anh ttan Church of Christ

th

Their n mes ar

not kno

•

Th se young women went to

• Clinton Davidson who e story is told in this

article

from

_____

.w..... ~~,..•

in Los Ang 1 s,

ar

about

vioit
published

sim-

11

Two oung women .t who
of camping,

so

ent

of 250 miles

distance

New York City , as prohibitive,

another camp nearer.

gs in state,

a religious

paper

ovember, 1951.

few short years ago ono of our brethern, who
Just
vas am mb r of the church in N w York City, purch sed
a home about 40 il s out in New Jer
y. There was a
church hous on this farm and im.~ediately it was put
into us for Chri t••I have preached there when only
one family mad up the
mbershi~• The membership grew
until
preacher wa calle
to give full time. That
church became actives
v n ars of the week with the
whole e tate dedicat d to Chr st. 5
Ci

The young wo en went to s a Mr. Davidson to di cuss the
subject

of obtaining

a

Davidson agreed to provid
to put up a building
b

the us

Thy stated

thought was suitable.

for dining

nee ssary to purcha

Mr.

ite for founding a camp.

tents

of his land,

which they

that it would be necessary

and re ding and it
for sleeping

quarters.

ould also
The

4ttA Prov n . th d," (Illu trated Folder of Camp
June 1, 1953.
5.I.ba.Gali£oroJa Chrlstjao, Lo Ang.le , California,
Novembr. 1951.

Shiloh},
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total

cost

s esti

1

L te=,

t

the est

1hich consisted

erty,

ooo.

• Davidson's

prop-

house :ii th 52 roo:ns a d 38 acres,

$40,000.

It

t

d to purch se

s decid

property.

u-. Grindley
camp

dj cent to~

of

v il ble for

became

this

ted bet 1een $30,000 and $40,

s managing

t lked v.it
to a ne

as contacted

He accepted

director.

the directors

loc~ti on

1

Hunt d rect

!.

nte

they

ould have to b gin

H · ever,

to co tinue

nt t

ic

the

a d

r:1ovi g the c mp

Ae dh m,. e ·, Jersey.

rs decided

the proposed

the posi tio

of Cam Hunt about

ear

they h d started,

bout running

~.-tit

the
the

or

t the new pl ce

· or

ii th the meager facilities

av ilable.
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o t e ne

c directors
their

e forts

to get org ~ized, th

the purchas
sioner

of the

they ha
neighbors

purch se

nee

coul

there
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not
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nd confusion

gre ts

hich vas

f

Th B !ding Co. :nis•
be no cha ges in the use

9 were to st nd, t
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e use

~,ere op osed to the
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fac d m ny obst cl s ·n

g i sel.

rty and if tlis

because tley
turb
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rul d that

of the pr
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for the c mp. All th_

urch

of the property

th t thee
resul

st te

NOUld

of tte

be gre t dis-

e mp nd that

it

,ould be bad for the community.
hen them

unusual thing

tter

h pp ne.

came before
r·rst,

the zoning bo

them

o

n

, tvo

the zo~ing

15
board

ember who h d been most outspoken against

ordin nee, were absent.
that
b

The mayor made the comment later

the use of the property
n permitted

for the camp would never h ve

if he had been there wh n the decisi

S eond, the building

md •

prevent

the necessary

inspector,

building

the new ordin

h ppened,

c mp, therefore
of the property

providenti

re present

to

nta
nd they

two incidents

not

perh ps the est te could never h ve been used for

a religious
purchase

pparently

ch nges.

Had these

nee.

n ws

in his efforts

oni zed the zoni g board members who
passed

the new

those
felt

~ho had a p rt in the

th tit

l guid nee in the entire

w s a part of God's
m tter.

PropertyPurchased
"The est te,
ow to Shiloh,

and Aendham. 116

is

formerly

about h lf way bet .reen Bern xdsville

located

spe king in retrospect,

Mr. Grindley,

in 1952: "The building,

known as Oakd ne, but ch ng d

with 35

cres

of wooded l nd, w s

purch s d and re odeled by the loc 1 church
pl cad under my direction

Th 5

room

sion,

built

s the "English C stle,"

ny

t Mendham nd

for the camp t no cost wh tsoever."7
by

• s.

Pyle

nd so etimes

known

had not been used for 20 ye rs,8 but

6c p Shiloh Folder (Illustrated),
of

s id

1951.

7Eddie Grindley, " Proven Method to Make Disciples
ations" (Bulletin, C mp Shiloh), 1952.
linton

F bruary

D vidson,

11, 1957.
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it

as flt

clas

that

Engli h- tyl

th

r~om•• kitchen,

tio sand
it

insurance
r place
had b

room, games, staff

dining

other camp ctiviti

s one of th

finest

appraiser

said:
thia building. •9

n

od stly

stimat

Septemb r, 1952, article
appraisal

It is 225 feet

s.

for

accommoda...

The 1951 Camp Manual said

propertie

any camp v r had.

The

"Today it would be impossible

1 valu

The origin

to

of the building

d to be about $250,000.
in t1

of the building

manor was ideal

In a

\yPrldXisJoo, N~. Grindley's

was conclusiv.

long with 52 rooms, six of its

rooms

are each large enough t set
over a hundr d people.
The building now contain~ cl ssrooms, chapel, a spacious

45 x 30 foot reception hall, office, laundry, musi~ room,
game rooms, hospital
r om, mys van-room apartment.
staff accommodations, library,
kitchen, dining hall,
canteen and store rooms.
The dining room and three
oth r rooms each hav seating capacity for about 200. 10
In anoth r article

in 1952, Mr. Grindley

the value of the property

availability

of

Ml;.

in speaking

of the nearness

Davidson •s private

Immediately adjoining

add d emphasis to
and

estate.

the c mp propexty 150 acres of

land are also avail ble--wi th tennis court, volleyball
court. archery rang , hors -shoe pi ts, boating lak 1

playground equipment, outdoor fireplac,
baseb 11 diamond
and picnic grounds.
Still
another lake has been nlargcd
for swimming. with a swing and mod rn diving board on
its shores.
The facilities
are ideal for many camping
activities,
including n ture study hikes, sleeping under
the stars, in tents or cabins. as well as the sports
9camp Shiloh

Manual, 1951, .o.p..c~.

lOArticl
about Camp Shiloh,
S ptember • 1952.

WorldYjsjpn, Vol. 18,
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ESSE TIALS FOR

SHILOHPOSSIBLE

KING CA

In June 1. 1956, the Camp Shiloh ne -spaper,
~~.listed

~hat is consid red the essenti

making Camp Shiloh possible.
faith

l

The first

~iw,M"""1o»

ls for

thing listed

was

in God nd dependence on God to guide the planing

operation

of a true Bible c mp. This w s felt

and

to be the

primary prerequisite

in any endeavor on the Lol.'d1s behalf.

The second essential

listed

to s crifice

part of their

was Christians

who ~rere \villi

for per-

money and efforts

time,

g

sonal gain in order to concentrate

on full-time

the Lord.

pl nning and ma ing ready

for

This work iould include

the c mping season

as :vell as leading

program in order to promote ste dfastness
Christians
listed

,ho obey the gospel at camp.

was a place,

with equipment.

service

for

the bet :.teen-season

in the young
The thi:rd essential

personnel,

money and

campers.

Most camps which are run by religious
h ve. to

certain

the between-season

extent,

these same essentials.

program

(follow-up)

ness in the young Christians
Bible camps lie
ti

Cap

ns are to seek the

1956.

groups

lost

that

H01J!1ever,

to promote steadfast-

is a distinctive

S iloh.

·11

fe ture

The Bible teaches

that

of
Chris-

they may be s ved, but it

1see ing ~ Lost, Camp Shiloh,

ew Jersey,

June l,

22

a1so teaches that Christiant'., are to be concerned
saved (Acts 20t28-31)~
tional

The promise of salvation

one as expr ssed in Revelation

unto death,

and I will

the need for

2:10:

give thee a cro·m of life.,tt

ncouraging young Christians

Thus,

is essential.
groups will

for the mo t part in the third essential:

place with equipment, personnel,

will also require

the sacrifice

on someone's part,
essential:

is a condi-

"Be thou fai · ful

Camps that are not support d by religious
be interested

ith tho

mon y, and campers.

They

of time, money, and effort

however, they will be so lacking in one

dependence on God.

II.
Camp Shiloh's

PURPOSE
OF C

main purpose has always been in the

minds of those supervising:

like Jesus?"2

SHILOH

"How can I make you want to be

This is true every day of camp se son,

only on Sunday morning but in every aspect of
play, in work, in cleanliness,
in speech, in
thoughtfulness,
in service--making Christianity
living, working thing, filling
every moment of every day.
Be like Jesus, this my song ••••• be like Jesus all
day long, I would be like Jesus!
Through th camping
progr m it has been found that teaching by example as
well as work (where those being taught 1see a sermon'),
to live for Jesus every hour of every day, is one of the
most affective methods of reaching the hearts and minds
of those to whomwe re trying to preach "Jesus. n 3
Not

life-•in

2Article about Camp Shiloh,
Septemb r, 1952.

3.lhir.1..

WorldYjsigp, Vol. 18,
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In 1951, the Camp Shiloh Information

this

t

nt in regard

stat

purpose of Camp Shiloh

i

from self-centeredn

to serve,

tote

ch us the

bett

r, play better,
st ff

r

#

which would t ach childr

an

0$

s

God, th n our

xperience

n to lov

of the nature

in Chris ian

it

sh ring

up useful

really

and
is.

,,6

of the camp:

and important

Booklet,

It

knowledge and to

and the pr ctical

4camp Shiloh Information
Booklet, Camp Shiloh).

information.

application

of

1951 ( ·meographed

5Bjhle, King James Version (Jew York:
Broth rs Publishers),
Matthew 20:28.

Harper and

6Joanne aimondson, Evaluation of Shiloh Progr
St ff Suggestion Fil ) •

(C mp Shiloh

in

and purpose of Shiloh

wh t they are missing

a place to impart

or to store

Rather it is th

liss Jo nne

expressed

p gener 1 manager. said

is much more than

learn facts

work

In 1956,

proves to us who are what real Christianity

"It

C mp

p oving ground for Christianity.

proves to those not Chri tians

Mr. Leonard Kirk, c

ervad but

better,

member for two ye rs,

it serves

ttitud

m for many. u5

and servo better.

these woros: "My concept
is that

"The

man c m? not to be

For the son o

11

and to give his lif

Edmondson,

P•

eruiing of fol-

t t

ss to 5aryice•-fir

Shiloh was founded to provide
living

pu ose of c

must in gener l change our

lo ing Je us--that

fellowmen. t14

th

Booklet m de

1956
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th

Christian

w

y of life.

C mp Shiloh

,,7

is really

only an extensive

est te which has been m de available
come and be able tote

Christianity.
neith

r dc,es it exist

good time,
ultimate

activity,
that

so that

lthough

th

thought

xist
staff

of Jesus.

f

to make money and
and camp rs may have
Th

as to cause all who ttend
C mp dir

ctors

w nted every

nd word to be dir cted toward fulfilling

aim, and sought to accomplish their

gen r l w ys.

may

re 1 meaning

11 my do so while there.a

goal from the beginning

to become followers

so th t Christians

ch young people th

The c mp does not

bit of rel

purpose into

1as through systematized

T,e first

instr

1

ction.

A person can and should teach Christ wherever people
can come together to listen,
but ometi es it is extre ely difficult
to get people together to listen.
e
have learned from experience t tit
is possibl
to get
any people to come to
Bible camp that w have never
b n ble to ro ch in any other way.
· •
rea1
iµstjficotlgn .fQ.i:
§hllgh. Through its facilities
many people are br ught together and given
ncentr ted
Bib
study and Clristi
ex ~ple who
1ld oth,
is
never get it.9
,¥,,ii~

Th s cond
w s

ay thy

through example,

Christian

the great

principles.

true Christians

without

7Le-onard Kirk,
~

sought to accomplish their
st method of instilling

A person c

n t be

.:1sociat d with

b ing deeply impr. ssed,

Personal

aims

lettor,

Shilotl $ta£f Manual, 1956.
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u;,

for by
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~

pl

sir

• pe:::-so s c

or t 1is

th
The st

c m.pc:rs.
~

.

to fo

.e

of

·ere xemi de

their

-,

f

□pi

i ty

gt "Top~ vide,

Certainly

freedo

spects

,

Robert Rubin, another

camping speci

midst

problems

of multifarious

t emselves

frequent

campers,
every
lies.

their

g ner

list,

says:
and

t

lloavid

Th

ted i

E. Bergh,

•

dministra-

end of camping--the

is

This ·s true of
~here the emphasis
eing

This

a st tement by , r. and Mrs.

aovaJ. m;2 • .,w.
1™ ~ .aw.:t.lw.Summe.:
&aJJw

Shiloh staff.

1~

have

to remind

of the campers with the emphasis on the spiritual.

( e , Yox :

is

to improve the ge e::-al well•

Camp S :iiloh strives

be illustr

nll

n1n the

and st ff

ell•being.ul2

eamp, how ver., the difference

could best

nd acti v-,

as is possible.

of oper tio

y of the chief

of

at Camp Shiloh.

is necess ry for the director

it

j r cim

is as it should be, however, these

that

ways been ~econdary in importance

tion

g ner 1

s i

of c m life

dventuxe

n

O:lysse · Press

l

r. 0 vid E. Berg ,

one oft.em

i

L

ow d Christ.10
to c

c.

0

~g d to urge the campe1rs

z they f

isted

n.

i . livec:. ,. ould h ve

a co

lso

• erso

□

ims of C m

list,

s mucr. fun,

~eeson

t.

ou find a gre t differe

camping speci
c

c:

ax .1.le

C m, re the

d

o e-r o

~h-

,~~!946J• p. 22.

12Rob .rt Rubin, h
~ ~ <;ampj
09 ( e
Association Press, 1949), p. 8.

1

York:
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t

f rd•

at C mp Shi o "to ba

th

proora

(

~ci lly
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of c.m -rs

ot rt

It v: s m tion
lems ·

re

c

ot

1v s
th

ce

1

to r

c

Church of Crist

g to

and t

ch· g

This does not,

sis

ing Christin

t kin

t

r go

"'

ri
r

cc the

t o

o

t e

n t~ a chi g t os

who

r rel tiv s of

e of the im ort nt

tt. Clinton D vidson,
c t ose mo•; re not

or relatives

of Christ.
on buil

t

pter

C ·rch o C ~it

ccordi

p ogra

, er"': to !nflue

merrbers of the C urch o Christ.
of Camp Shiloh

g t

0

cc pt C. ri t. 0 13

in C

mbers of th

is.

c.urc

st w s in r

ort

th

too-co centr tc
s is•

. er pos ib e to

greatest

~

u

rning bee

1 to thos_ of th

*dentic

' t.

c ..e s , t C .,p S. i o 1 in

of me ers oft

however., detract
ch racter

int

os

i.s

h s

e, ers of

e Churc

from t e emp
\ o are

&-

re dy

members.
1though C mp Shiloh

was u iqu

r&asons for corning into existence,
a certain
Mitchell

extent.

in some of 1 ts

most other camps av

purpos s along the same line.

and Ida B. Crawford

I

to

• Viol

say:

!though ca. ps

ave different
pr ctices in reg rd to
life of campers_, they al ost without
feel deeply their obligation
along t is line

the spiritual

exception
and have n important
i.
grovith th:rou h n appreci

13Mr. c)nd Ars. Sa

Program-1956

lCamp Shiloh

the furthering
of spiritu
ti on of the igher values

Lanford, Evaluation
of Shiloh
Suggestion
File}.

Staff

1

of
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life.
Most have daily or weekly all-camp periods of
devotion supplemented by v rious cabin or unit endeavors
highlighting
a deeper sense of religious.
values as
expressed in all phases of d ily living.14

Bowman assexts:

Clarice~.

The camp conducted under religious
auspices must meet
standaxd of physic 1 ell-being for youth and, in
addition, emphasize the spiritual
values that are intan-

every

gible in measurement but form the character
of children.
Our responsibility
is
Gcxi and our fellowmen created
to know nd serve Him. 5

to

These statements

indicate

says that

give happiness

mental,

growth in all
emphasis

emphasis

16

Camp Shiloh

be such as will

growth there

The difference

lies

easure

of gro·-rth--

all

members of

11asbegun to provide

the same ways., believing
till

that

'lhere there

is

be growth in these

in which area of gro

h the

is concentrated.

14 A. Viola ~tchell
Coypshlipg (Philadelphia:

p.

should

and cul tural--to

on spiritual

1ays.

very simply:

spiritual,
11

these

can be expressed

for a good

camp community.

that

in

Robert Rubin

and opportunity

physical,

emphasis

and practice.

and .administration

"Camp standards

spiritual

is also evident

in purpose

his camp philosophy

in the camping field

need for

However, it

are secondary

values

other

of the

an awareness

the camp program.

the

by experts

16.

and Ida B. Crawford., ~

w. B.

Sanders Company, 1950),

l5c1 rice M.• Bo ilIIlan, Spjritu 1 V,aJµes~ Camping
(New York: Association
Press, 1954, p. 16.

1

16 Rubin, ~•

..cit. , P• viii.
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The n

d

f the c mp 1

st

l th

ca:no todo.y

s it

it was found d, and for thi~ r a~on. the prc~ant
be used ins

t~n~~

will

e in~tances.

need for

Throw

th

N w Yor

r a for

th

b sis

iding

f

But

i.tic.

was when

Bi le c

r

e C rrtp Shiloh in

The first

s ns4

cit,

p lj

ne d w

and the sec nd ne d

in ord r to be ter understand

on

s evangel•

these needs~ it

will be n cess ry to review the background of the pe ple who
are being

rved by C mp Shiloh.

mili s immigr te to N w York City

Thous nds off
knowing only on

ch rch~-e·t

Gr ek Ortho ox Catholic

r tP

country.

N

section,

However,

ti

n,

th a .1

ev•

ld eus torn •

the privileges

the privileg

ovies

c uses the p rents

and scho ls,
s.

to lo

f th

l

fro
It

ac

1;_an

trying

t?

t eir

to follow.

have.

they

s th

1 country.

the chi dr n d3sire

the p r ntaJ

ar nts,

in the same w y

they are forced

n, a

. v

to

c nfl .ct v,h:tch r ~ult

Th

ence that most American p rents

d nands are made by

n t

11 ,ed h~ek in th

were not

through

r the

th.

the American custo

children

immi rants

York C:ity h

hold on to their

adopt

u of th

Germ~n ee

children

Cat olic

_ n t ese im igr,:mts

Church.

in, they form sections

R◊

contr?l

Md influ-

Then, when religious

re look d uron by the
ther .,old c un t:ry" cu~ to s

As the children

grow up Md
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ature.

the r sult

have be n that

hundre s of thousands

them have giv n up Ca\,ho icism and have ta en nothing
plac • 3
pl c

This is on

r

son why

rew Yor: City

Mr. Th odore Roosevelt.

for criminals.

of
its

i

is a breeding

J.

said.

v ry littl
boy h s inside of him~ aching void
which demands interesting
and exciting play.
And if
you don 1 t fill
it ·.rith omething that is interesting
and exciting and good for hi he is going to fill it
with something that is interesting
and exciting and
isn't good for him.4
A spiritual

vacuum exists

of New York children
ronment.

as a result

in the lives
of their

of thousands

conflicting

to the one in Japan after

Compare this

nvi•

orld War II.

When the Japanese emperor denounced his divinity
there became a great v cuum in the lives of the Japanese
people.
They took the first thing that came along.
communism for many--for others Christianity.
Like the
Japanese these bewildered young people in New York City
are turning to the first
attractive
thing that comes
their way•-in their lives usually the gang with its
vices and un-moral influences .5

I.

AIDINGSOCIETY

Any kind of Bible teaching
the children
society.

of the area,

or instruction

if for no other reason than to aid

This alone was enough to justify

3Clinton Davidson,
February 11, 1957.

must benefit

the existence

Camp Shiloh Information

of

Letter,

4A. Viola Nitchell
and Ira B. Crawford, ,cm Cpupseling
(Philadelphia:
w. B. Saunders Company, 1955), P• 21.

5.c.amg§bi lob $ta££ Mamiai
• 1956.
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C mp Shiloh.

pr sid nts have said,

ch r cter

1

most judges,

It is true that

"The gre test

leadership,

factor

nd the spirit

counselor

chief

says that

sh

~ill

"I don 1t agre
have received

I

veloping
service

is

~iss Dorothy Box,

the father

hos

ith you people religiously,

th

and

at Camp Shiloh for sever 1 years,

never forget

b st training

id to her:

but my children

here they h ve ever h d and

m gratefu1.n7
Camp Shiloh

could provide the Bible instruction,

there was an environment

th

ind

of public

the study of the Bible while young."6

girl's

governors,

min contributing

children,

th re must be

effective.

The quastion

en the environment

l problem.

factor

but

to delinquent

is

and unstable

change if the te ching is to be
s

w

sked: How could

change in

environment be provided?

Camping as the n tur 1 and logic

answer, and w s a partial

solution

to the problem of filling

the vacuums in th

lives

of so many young people.

• Eddie Grindley

said,

.._.,.....,... is a proven m thod for

filling

l

In 1951,

such v cuums with the Word of God."8
There were m ny camps in the New York

supported

by

denominational

re

which ·ere

groups and community welfare

6c rnp Shilo

Bulletin,

7.1161iii,!iiii,A,,,I........

~.

1951 (Article

Camp Shiloh.

8camp Shiloh Information Booklet,
Booklet, C mp Shiloh,
ew Jersey).

e'I

by Eddi

Jersey,

Grindley).
June,

1957 •

1951 (Mimeograph d
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groups who h d sought to use the camping .ethod to fill
xisting

vacuum in many young lives.

not s lved the proble

arou d

provide fresh

These summer camps had

for two reasons.

ew York City have been used

11

camp..- in

S~r

lmost exclusively

and good food. 119 These fresh

ir

that

air

nd

to

and good

food camps were a wonderful idea but th t did not solve the
problem of filling

the void in the lives

These c mps h d filed
lem of

ew York City,

of young people.

to help the •criminal
and similar

breeding'

pr

endeavors h d also failed.

This ,as defihitely
demonstrated in C lifornia.
It
was believed that if delinquent girls could be provided
with very attr eti ve surroundings,
that alone \:ould
cause them to cease to be delinquent.
A home for such
girls
~as equipped so ttractively
that the cost per
Religious
girl ran between $4,000 and $5,000 per year.
training
,as not provided.
The rate of delinquency
mong these girls bee me no better
han that of those
who lived in squalid surroundings. 1

Secondly,

churches

used the summer camps as
people

of the church.

little

in resolving
this

tat

to solve

the

Evidently

delinqu

......
•

appeal,

for tho young

~ould accomplish

the probl m of ·uvenile

very

delinquency.

because

it

ncy problem in . ew Yor City.

every large

oavid son• .9.R• ~.

10

this

had

is fully

one Bible camp like Camp Shiloh will not begin

re lized

lso fully

over the United States

re a:rd or incentive

is not an emotional

realized

9

all

It is

city in the United States
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Futh r ora, in the light

fac s si,d.1 r p o lems.
110\V-Up p

ogram wlich is

ha:cdly the surf ce

n scr tel

1 S

pr bl .m of d linqu

<;y

t n ed that

ible

llcvl
c1.ty.

ting

su,

r

The f ult

need, its
n

~

the ca

i

nG

cy 1 alt

to s
e ist

So e Christ

have

ther

llill accomplish both

of oper tion.

souls.

The :real need

If C mp S iloh

ca could
sh

fulfilled

e j stified.

d decided

that

it ~ould be good to
'1

York City.

son.

and lulled by th
thesi tradition$•
root. 1
the

one of t· .c most impregn le
Steeped in traditionalism

soci l esteem and seeming security of
resistance
rather than receptiveness
is

ould seem to present

ll§eekiog

to

T !E GOSP L

ough it

The orthe st i doubtless
forts for si ple Christianity.

as evangelizing

con-

s and w, at they

appro ch to preac ing the gospel in

ere is the r

This

greatly

ew York City or any

in the process

w s evangelical:

this

in

SPRE

delinque

of th se things

.

J..

·; s not founded merely to i prove society

C mp Shilo

11 viat

to so ve the

d in trying

r of c p~.

II •

d

that

is ad 'itt

cams could contribute

does not lie

offer but .n t e nu

, it

5.n l w York Ci Y• Ho 1eve-:.:, it

linquency

the

n cessar

$0

of the

an insurmountable barrier

ortheast

~ ~.

,as concerned.

June.

But

1957, .PJ2• .W•

insofar
s imposing
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as the problem was, it was not hopeless.

Mr. E. J.

Sumerlin,

ate

cher from Abilene who worked with the church in New York

City

for several

years,

said in 1951:

This i the most f rt l fi 1 I have ever witnessed.
It amazes me to find so many people in New York Eastside
area who are familiar with the Church of Christ because
they learned about it through the work at Camp Hunt and
C mp Shiloh. 12
This was a most signific
b

n in

nt st te

to r tun

ple
Th r

r · City

er

f fiv

miles

could

ttnd rstand

c

tt

r

English,

on of the greatest

with

the

to J w Testa,11 nt Christianity.

s11ch a f rtile

radius

only one

co ing acquainte

n th r

WAS

area

C mp Hunt had

only f ur y ars and Camp Shiloh

par tion

y ar, but at le st peop e

impl

nt sine

field

w ich mad ~he New

for

mission

work.

were over ,even million
both v1ri ·tern

mission fields

study of for ign languages

ncl s

in th

In a

people who

ken.

He::-e was

world wh re no

or customs ls required.

Howevar,

with the small number of wor ers available progress had been
slow.1 3 The usual methods of Bible classes and prayer meetings in homes, plus s rmons and radio

progr

ms were slow in

eff ct because th re were so f w people preaching
in this way.

the gospel

Thoe who worked for the Lord were ready to

try a new method of reaching

more people.

They felt

that

1 2..Eim Fpundatioo~Austin, Texas, October 16, 1951.
13.ll).ig,.
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th y m st use ever

.eans to take adv nt ge of ever/

o p rtu-

ni ty to pre ch Jesus.
After the first

Shiloh,

they felt

year of succ ssful

that

they h d found a

great v lue in spreading
In 1952,

• o.

of Christ,

s id, "The

attr

minister

ost effective

of the

fanh ttan

mens

eh

place •
Church

ve found to

attention

former educ tional

1

commented, 1 ''Dollar

mens for influencing
discovered.

for doll

young people

director

at Camp

r no . ore effective

~ith the gospel has bee

"15

Irn.rneditely upon realizing
_ean to the c use of Christ,

what C mp Shiloh could

they set

take advant ge of the opportunities
beg n a personal

with th

ich was of

the gospel in this difficult

H. Tallman,

m • Fryer

illi

Shiloh,

ethod

of s~~e of the people in our
is through the use of the camp method. 1114 In 1957,

ct favorable

vicinity
•

of C~mp

operation

house-to-house

ca P• Of this

progra,

it

bout m ing pl ns to

could afford.

progr m in co-ordin

11ey
tion

r. Grindley said in 1951,

For 45 ye rs the church has realized
that one of t e
foreign missionary fields is right on its doo:rstep--right
in the midst of 10,000.000 p ople in the
Greater
Jew York are a. But until the method of co- ordi-

greatest

n ting
in the

o.

sum r camp ~ith personal ho se•to-house
ork
Jew York rea, the church h d not been able to

14camp Shiloh

Information

H. Tallman).
15 seekin ~ 1.w,

June,

Bulletin,

1952 (Article

1957, .SW•

m.

by

r
/

L.

"(L
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find

method of effectively

In 1952,

• Grindley estimated

that

pre ceding

three

been b

ti zed in the

result

reaching

this

great

pproxim tely

fielct.16
150 h d

nd one• h lf ye rs

s

of this methoo.l7
T re are several

e fecti

ve in spre ding

of its

loc tion.

re sons ~hy Cap Shiloh
On reason

the gosp l.

s
Jas because

Its strategic
location,
just thirty-five
miles from
ew York City ~hich, with its surro n ing populace,
nu .ers over nine million people, has enabled workers to
w Y rkcrs ~ho, afore
make great progr ss in re chi
this
thod " s tried,
ere untouchable because of their
their Ro n Catholic upbringing,
complete i difference,
or other factors.18
C mp Shiloh

is

nd one-half

transport
letting

this

from Tew York City,

the children
n area.

metropolit

children

week-ends.

fro

P rents
attend

would allo"

and, being only

ccessible

easily

it

various

their

the camp and could

even attend

ship

se:rvice.

1ay, as well

1951.

Clroniclg.

17camp Shiloh
Septe

18A ticle
er,

1952.

Bulletin,

ew York

children

bee use

on the

they would become acqu inted

with

16coristiao

places in the

to

were more prone to cooper te in

them to visit

In this

~as a si ple thing

c mp which was so close,

As they visited

n hour

the Sunday morning wors through

ilene,

Texas, October

1951, ~•

about C mp Shiloh,

the children,

1,

W•

9tld Yision, Vol. 18,
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parents

ould come in cont ct ~th

the gospel

noth r reason for the lelpfulness
spreading
to

s the receptive

the gospel

rd camping.

4:r. Tallman said

rly

"This is p rticul

ffective

terribly

congested city

par nts

iere

r

it

rega:rdl

childr

third

attend

reason

pproach

for the success

th t could be offered

They could t ach th

simplicity

without

nd of course,

could be given when the occasion

sta.

nber

ny

to

children

Some parents

way for awhile,

ere easily

persuaded

of C mp Shiloh

of the

s the

in simple Bible

Bible in all its

having to be concerned

error

in this

eamp.

teaching.

of Christ.

the p rents

out of their

ss of the r ason. parents

their

p method in 1952,

for them.

go-od training

ia

but,

astrobatti

of the c

of parents

very c ra conscious."19

wanted to get the children

and Catholic

attitu:ie

hGre sine

jut

natural

of Shiloh in

w re of the value of sending their

camps because

to let

of Christ ..

truth

and

with denominational

te ching along these lines

presented

itself.

endh m-Bernal'Cisville

iI°•

Pete

Church

wrote in 1951,

When the parochial
school in the Camp Shiloh community started its first
semester, Catholic mothers

joyfully
accompanied their children,
encouraging them
in their initial
day of "readlng,
writing,
nd ari thmetic.'
Upon arrival
the priest
spoke to all the
mothers concerning C mp Shiloh. admonishing them
severely to keep their children away from there.
In
as the orst thing Catholic
his spe ch he said that it
mothers could do and told them in the future to keep

19eamp Shiloh

I formation

Booklet,

1902, JU2• "'1;t.
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their children
sf r w y from Shiloh as possible]
Upon hearing this the mothers rebelled and ones id, "I
c •t see anything rong with our children attending.
I
have been to the services and they only teach the Bible
and furthermore it's only $8 a week." The mothers said
they were going to send more of their children next year
and help many others to co e also.2U
This is not to say that

all people, regaxdless

accepted the simple Bible teaching

f ith,

of their

at camp as it was pre-

There were many who would not send the.ir children

sented.

because of their

own religious

however, subtract

beliefs.

from the desirable

Shiloh found itself

in regal.'d tote

This does not,
position

that Camp

ching the simple and

pure gospel of Jesus Christ.
Much criticism

has been given to the camp

thod

bee use of the imper anence of the teaching in affecting
campers• lives.

but the f ct remains that the seed was being

sown in a very favorable
asked the question:
ide 1 situation
reasons

situation

for reception.

Jhy does Camp Shiloh present

for reaching

are largely

and changing people?

environmental

importance because they present

situation

the

Someone
such

n

The

and are of the utmost
an almost perfect

teaching

which could not be obtained elsewhere.

C mp Shiloh w s effective

city children.

In 1954.

Camping, to

because camping appeals to

r. Grindley said,

ew Yorkers, is nothing new.

As a matter

20.fi.tm Foundation.Austin, Texas, December 18, 1951.
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off

ct, it's

"the thi

g to do,"

nd ev

the most

disinter
sted p rent wants to send his child
w y from
the city in the sum r, off the streets
nd into the
coul"ltry ••••
Selling
ew York youth on a Christian camp
v s not so easy in past years.
But today A.anhattan

children

know Shiloh.

our worker's

f0ne

is:

guidance th t almost
Perh ps the great

st

and even anxious
11 barriers

of the campers for

Bible c mp is th t
for

te ching

f"ld

is motiv tion,

Cl rice

but

gerness

solv d bee use of the

anything.

"21

to le rning are removed.tt22

pr blem in teaching

problem w s partially

ted reply to

"Sure• when do we start?

gre t unique v lues of th

of th

the child is so willing

this

And so, the anticip

question

• Bo~ an says,

Religion is brought into everyday life without one
it: Fun and the spiritual
side of the camp are
way that they get together.
Simple ll ttle
state ents, yes. But back of them all is a glowing facts
boys and girls love camping; nd through camping, some•
thing tre ndously important is happening in their
gro1ing selves.23
realizing
mixed in

Another re son for the effectivene$S
was th t it provided
group.

n experience

of Christi

Te ching theory without practice

but C mp Shiloh

offered

n opportunity

of Camp Shiloh
n li vin.g in a

is of little

for te ching Bible

principles

as well as a pl ce to put them to use.

consistent

with the principles

2lseekl,ng
May 1, 1954.

~ ~.

22Looney, .212• .W•
{

of good teaching.

Camp Shiloh.

, p.

benefit,
This is

It is

ew Jersey,

27, 28.

23clarice
~. Bowm n, Spjritu,l Values.Q.f. Camping
w York: Associatio
Press. 1954 • P• 5.
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contend d that te chi g experts
ctu 1 l boratory
for rn king lasting
young peopl.

c: risti

of

w uld re ~ily

n liv:l.ng ~s th

impressions

up nth

In this fav rable

1 ders

and campers. in

and re

tionships.

group fellowship

a feeling
living,
c

ddition

instill

its

experiences

in the

for providing
ces in

to the form 1 nd informal

in people

princi-

merrbers are bound together

These group experie

a feeling

God and mankind th t otherwise

of

of both

is very important

nd camping is natural

so that

of onenes95
in

in the lives

i-Fello~ship

of the church

function

ices

24

11

and ins

"Christian

v ri ty of everyday

this

ide l situation

he rts

s~tting,

pl s are t sted and int rpr~ted,

recogniz

with

ristian

worship serv-

and appreciation

for

might never be obtained.

ot only did Camp Shiloh provide an xperienc.e for
Christian
one's

living

peers

one •s peers
Shil

h.

in a group,

swell

dominated

as other

was another

For a while,
torld

his equ ls in

but the group living

ge groups.

reason

for

the child

was with

Group living

the effectiveness

was removed from

of Camp
n adult-

to a community in which ha participated

very natural

way.

with

with

Bovi1mansays.

turalness
is conserved by bringing together persons
of similar
age levels and ability
levels.
Camp affords
an environment,
then, in which the fundamental drives of the growing young person (and of older

24Looney,
25Jw,.

..Qg.

"'1.;t.,

P• 25.
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a ilts-.

to)

c n .oe ex r_ss

ri11·.

atis'='action:

needs

for approv 1, for friendslip,
for group association,
for
""f curi sity, f r cw expe.rint r , f r s tisf cti
ces, re
th ppily;. and in the security of finding
t,1at on~ 's o n . c~ds ra et, ther
is e."'!hanced understanding of others' needs and of the way they are met. 26

As a result

of this group associ tion,

unwittingly

blended into their

are so vital

to Christi

was the naturalness

many times c mpers

lives b sic principles

The key to the situation

n living,

hich m de it so much easier

campers to accept new ideas and principles
of their

lives.

that

for the

as integral

parts

Bowmn comments on this desir ble associa-

tion.

In this naturalness,
with fundamental problems to be
t and r. olve together,
ca. pers experience th
caning
of freedom with responsibility.
Freedom lone is not
enough.
0 1e-'s ctual freed
st ops ' ere the ot er
fellow's
nose begins.
Surrounding campers of younger
y rs with more freedom than they : n w , at to do ith
emotionally results,
not in democratic practices,
but
in pande onium. But cl mping d wn too tig tly inn
rigid, authoritarian
chain of commanddestroys spontaneous r~sponsc even ore quickly in person$ f any age
level.27

Camp Shiloh
desir

ble

was most
as well

,as able to provide

mean between

greeable

an environment which is the

the two extremes.

for teaching restraint

s the positive

aspects

age, interest,

and ability

existed
levels.

26Bowmn, 2.1.2•.W•• p~. 130,131.
271 • · • • P• 131.

and self-control

of Christianity.

for this was that the association
similar

This environment

The reason

mong those of
This, in itself,

44

solved

any of the problems involved

of Christianity

in such a way that

in teaching
they

principles

rould be accepted

and utilized.

in setting

Difference
the

ffectiveness

proved to be another reason for

of Camp Shiloh.

In camping, as perhaps in no other situation
outside
t e home, spiritual
values can be re lized:
"e believe
that in the experience of living together, in coopera•
tive fellowship close to God's natural universe. the
best conditions are found for discerning the reality
of
0
God and for developing highest
character.
28
Camp Shiloh

v s abl

to offer

camping exp rts recognize
life

in natural

pher

an ingredient

as fundamental

surroundings.

hich

religious

in camping: a simple

This for s a desirable

for communing with God thr ugh nature.

atmos•

This ingredi

is necess ry in any camping endeavor and it was essential
a Bibl

camp li

puts it:

"A ay fro

modern life,
there

Camp Shiloh,

beside

th

city

ment for

n29

any cam rs,

provided

eart

and soul of

t e greater

been able to
a

more lasting

would h v been.

28L. B. Hazzard

tt

piritual

of

a c 1ange in environ-

and had the children
doubtless

and bustle

and in the green for sts

to reach the

C mp Shiloh

remain at c mp l n9er,
the effects

aters

in

as ;tr. Carey Looney

and the hustle

the still

is a unique opportunity

the individual.

because,

nt

Yalu s i

1
~......,........,
ScLoal, July, l!J49,
PP• 22, 23.
29tt,oney,
. W.•, . 23.

Campin , "
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One of the most impT
effectiveness

ive re sons for C-mp S1iloh 1 s

was the amount of

ible

sttrly possibl.

Hour for hour, in ight
eeks ti
ch c~mper
receives more Bible instruction
th n he ould by
ttending Bible cl ss each Sund y for two nd ah lf
ye rs, and with the ddition 1 d votions and individual
study there is opportunity for a concentrated_program
th t c n sound the depths of
child's heart.30
"ctu

lly

stu:ly

t Camp Shiloh

the child

h s 66 hours of Bible

nd ov r 30 hoUTs of devotion

This is a very vit

l service

in one month. n31

1 f ctor because,

Experience has shov.inth t a two weeks protracted
meeting usually produces more b ptisms th n 14 Sunday
meetings.
Th1s is because of the cumulative £feet of
d ily meetings.
Vhen meetings are held only once a 1-~ek
the eff ct of the first meeting on n unb liever is
1 rgely lost before he attends the second.32
The s me principle
was intensified
there

of m king use of the c

through Camp Shiloh's

is a very impressive

way of life

movies, comics.
camp life

tion

ras also effective

The children

and television

about

cff ct

"In

that Christi

ddition

nity is

h bit."33

because the activities

were able to lay

side the

for the simple activities

and were thus stimulated

30 Article

progr m.

not simply a go-to-meeting

nd

Camp Shiloh
were different.

illustr

ulative

by finding

Camp Shiloh.

activities

orld V~sign• .SW• ,ill.

31.fu;m Foungati90. October 16, 1951, _sm. ,w.
32lb.is1.

33camp Shiloh

Information

Bulletin,

1952. ,sm. "'1t,.

of
and
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nd active

interest

phase.;,

re encouraged

nd re

.il

so r.y i

:s

ca .•p life."--

dvoc ted by

11 c

spa ks of this

ping speci lists.

ire

nll

i

c.-r1ping is

Cl rice

not

• Bowmn

s the old philosophy:

philosophy t ts id c . rs . d to be moved
from swi ming to n tur -lore class to
er fts to mus c to bo ting to uhotnot con.~t tly fr str ted campers ·mo ere just getting
into the one activTe

ol

by the clock

ity
1he the ti
·
up. The n· ,er phi.l so hy s gge ts
letting
them help plan
head ilhat they tlll attempt
nd
how to divide
the labor,
and th" do
fc ·1 hings u hurri dly over goodly blocks
f ti o.4
Ca. p Shiloh

Those v,rho direct
11

losophy

the on

spok n of

sh

pres

reasoning

n

o

y

nts,

\ ould feel

n w s

il!il

th t this

ett

r philosophy

at le st for their

,ould· be thus

situ

tion.

of the n ture

than
Their

of the campars

ca.op itself.

Thi G is not to s y that

the policy in reg rd to schedule

nd rou ine at C p Shiloh

·1

the n ture of th

bee us

nold phi-

s so i flexible

military

~

lly

at they f lt

ention_d.

for

ctu

unit.

bet ve n

nd y

a d rigid

The strict

control

and m

that

their

po lie·/

r s the

milit

the cnmp op rated

t

~

c 11 d for

extremes

ry philosophy

ge ent

d to bo

The liberal

philosophy

.or•-:

3oavid E. B rgh, ~ _gliJ.g
7 }~ p.
T 6 Odysse
Press,
19...,.,

York:

Associ tion

4clarice

a

me n

th t h ve been
v s not Christi
, rcised

the c mpers to r c i ve the m ximum b en fits

c mp period.

liKe

n

in order

of a short

of camp routine

and

M. Bo an, Spiritual VaJ.µes~ Camping (
Press,
1954,
p. 123.

C '/
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advocated by B~.vrnanwas not practical

control

at Camp Shiloh.

CamperEnrollment
t Camp Shilo

the camping season lasted

August for a p riod

of eight

for a minimum period

from June to

Campers could attend

reeks.

of t vo ·ice s .. and they could remain for

all four of the two-week sessions.

The over-night

came in the age bracket

enty. ~hile

of ten tot

the day

campers rere from school age through high school.
of enrollment
session.
dmitted

campers
The time

was on the Saturday prec ~ding each to-week
nd 5:00 P.M.

betveen

2:00 P.A.

on ny

ther day of the term.5

The c rapers follO\.Jed a definite
dmitted to camp.

Ca pers

ero not

procedure in

eing

It w s the job of the staff

c mpers followed this

to s

at

routine.

The first thino for the c pers to do is to rep rt to
the Reception Hall.
Th re. they ~ill be enrolled and
&ssigned to some counselor.
From the Rec ptio.1 H 11,
the camper Jill report to the nurse, ~ho ~11 c eek
em
nd m ke out ah
1th r c rd. After the nurse h s
cleared the camper they rl.11 take their belongings to
the 'iusic Ro . to e checl'ed and then they tlll bo taken
to the tents ,here they t1ill get their t' ings put aw y
proper!••
C m e s re tl c
o be esc rted to the lake
and recreational
area ·here they are to emain until
tie
for supper. 6
The day of enrollment
The reason is expressed

at camp was very important.

in t1e 1ords of Bonnan:
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i st d y in camp pres nts

uniqu~ _ l
11
op ortunities.
Th frie dliness
of the counselors in
l ping n • r
campers beco.e at . ome is the ey o
the first day, regardless
of the schedule.
A getacqu int d ·xer
y b pl ned.
Cert inly th re should be something that is fun near
th beginning;
nd in cl urc ca .. ps and tl ose d hing to
chieve spiritual
values, so e ceremonial that lifts
all
c mpers emotio lly ands ts the tone for the hole time.7
Tl

C mp Shiloh

has tried

s e ci l progr

to start

m !hi ch closed

set the st 9 for
0 e of th

of getting

t

upl·fti
chief

ne

every new sessio
vd th . d voti

:Vi

n l . n order

on the first

carnpers adjusted.

day

progress

be

tt i ad tow~rd t ~chi~g the c mpers of Ch ·st,

to

ecome

exte t th t thy

.

. -r

p.

plac d i

y

f"d

c mpe-rs

~d . ut·

ju t

the

sm 11

to such

1m
~

roup

sob,
• th

n

C

e

s to f.rld th l.•

~.

sily b come iss t· fi.d

This pr

t ey 1ad

s act"vity,

1

co ld

t C mp S1" oh.' 8

eont~'1t

th t

nt rt inment wou d

ith c

lif

h

The key to gett·

the c

cm

s that

i

rs : re

The cm

t "b fo e ny real

p rt of ~h

to

g campi g experience.

concerns

ncl quartered~

enrolled

0 M'"'

nd ur, app

d
counselor

o

01lrl

ut

them to work. 9

In fitting

the c mpe s ·nto th lx

. W••
_...,~..:.,.a-9 Ibid.

P• 125.

......-. ... ..i~;ar4,e1t

op. cit.

mc1ll groups (there
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were soven or eight

acquainted

with each other.

know those

ithin

program explained

physical
cally

plant

tep wa in getting

t e first

per tent),

Then,

s the capers

got to

th 5.r gro ps, h d the camp policies
to them,

and became acquaint

of the camp, they gr dually

bee me a p rt of the camp program.

and

fll'ith the

and system

t:-

Another important

step was to creat

a feeling

This w s done in

number of w ys, but the main idea was to

keep th m busy at something
see that

of group spir·t

interesting

ted in

they p rticip

and team work.

as a group and to

11 of the required

camp

activities.lO

easic Sc;be4ulepf ActiyJt1es
Appendix A gives

the ba ic schedule

Camp Shiloh for the 1956 season.
6 :45.
quarters

The campers
in order

and orderly,

rose,

and routine

at

At camp the day began at

dressed,

for the day.

and put their

With the tent

the c mpers prepared

themselves

sleeping

or cabin clean
for bre kfast

which began at 7:45.
Immediately
lasting

after

from 8 :15 until

given on work details

bro kfast,
9:15..

later

A brief

in this

At 9:30, the morning devotion
10:00.

work details

began,

discussion

will be

chapter.
began, lasting

until

Cl sses in Bible study began at 10:00 and continued

52
until

12:25.

period

Ther

of clas

re al o m ic cl sses during

instructio.

~ill be disc

ities

Ttl

Th se phases of camp ctiv-

ssed l ter in this

t 12: 30., lunch

t 1:30,

opened.
rest

hour.

time

i

s

veryon

v nt ge of this
friends.

rvc •

Bible lessons

and sttrly

tio

for the classes

took ad-

family and
ork on their

to

them rest

fror:i the days'

under the direction

so tl at

activities.

of t e

study a d handicrafts

From 5:15 until

were

5:45, the campers returned

canteen was available

supper,

cted

t

nd Friday,

:30 P. •.

evening

bee m d rk,

program.

w

s a campfire

At 9:15 P. ?, • all

~t tot

t nts.

devotion

ls

On Tuesd y and Thursd y even-

Occasionally

there

vhile.

for a short

ings• b ll games v ere scheduled.

campers

rea at this

on the next day.

· as to let

I ature

on r~o d y, ·tednesday •

~ere cod

for

area to get ready for supper which was at 5145.

tent
After

•1as

was from 2:30 P. M. until

nd was organized

also scheduled.

than

period

l Director.

to their

ere encouraged

for t is period

The recre

to their

re

Campers often

letters

th y would not become too fatigued

Recre tion

c nteen

to the tent

permission.

time to ~rite

The main reason

•

Then th

returned

Als • the campers

5: 15 P.

ch pter.

o one w s allOt' od out of his tent

xcept by special

the

camp activities

I

for bed and the tent devotional,

ceased

after

it

and the

edi te prepar tion was made
then

t 10:00 o'clock.

the
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lights

were turned out

s maintained.

nd quiet

goad night of rest

because everyone needed

important

This was

before

another strenuous day of activities.
This general
onday through

schedule

Usu lly

dth Saturday

Friday,

speci 1 schedules.

o classes

game or an outing

the latter

w

supervising

to a nearby par •

w s planned

to c mp for the supper meal.

the c mpers because

If

lun,ch was served and the

t is day ;ras especially

activity•

nd Sunday requiring

ew York for a major league

s the case, a picnic

campers th n returned

, s followed

were held on S turday.

ere made into

trips

baseball

of activities

trying

In either

on those

o #3re

t e campers were difficult

to man ge a'liay from the camp.

On Sundays, C
ule.

Sunday was the

tance

of

eting

Shiloh observed still

stressed.

m king them feel

visitors,

The schedule
to participate

Campers had Sunday

day for p rents

visiting

was a little
in all

the activities

free tie

orning

welcome,

and

nd evening.

for the camper.

to allow

of the day.

in their

in the main house.

appointed hour, they all came together
both

nd the impor-

more flexible

orning Bible classes

while st ff members had classes
ices,

another sched-

of the camp to them " s al. ays

the policies

interpreting

visitors

mp

tents
At t e

for the worship serv-

Sunday afternoon

1as

ostly
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II.

VARIOUS PHASES OF THE CA,-,PI

rem ny cliff

ere

Several oft

progra

which includes

singing,
iti

h alth

overnight

ph ses of th

recreation

crafts,

cook-outs,

t Camp

c mp

day camp, cl sses ,. devotionals,

and safety.

s, naturo stu:ly,

areas of activity

rent

ost important

Shiloh.

PBOORA

and vater front

ldtchen and foods,

activ-

details.

riOrk

will b discussed.

and canteen,

Pav Camp
The first

year

of day camp operation

v,as in 1954.

n

In ansNer to a prassing need of loc 1 p rents, Camp
Shiloh began and operated a highly successful day c mp
for boys and girls last ~eason. Parents of children

too young for overnight camping r1anted a daytime pl ce
for them fter the public schools closed.
Shiloh

responded with dayti
and girls

last

The day camp program

an average
teaching

of sixteen
for this

gram as fairly

·.ias scheduled

hours

period

Inauguration

e activities

for six

of Bible

ays a v ek

and inspiration

extra

it required

expense.
,r.

fe1 additional

Insofar

~.

Leonard Kirk listed

Camp Shiloh,

pro-

staff

as the values of

thr-eo.

May 1, 1955.

dth

l

of the day camp in the Camp Shiloh

the day camp ias concerned,

11seeldoa

boys

of time.

si pleas

elli> rs and littl

for 42 of thee

se son.11

e

Jersey,

these
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1. S cure some who might not oth rwise attand
regul r overnight c mp. 2. Contact more local people.
3. Accept younger c mpers who could not qualify for
regular c mp.12
• Kirk add d, however, "The d y c mp presents
has it

disadvant

and suggestions,
that

ges as well as values.

In my evaluation

I urged making a more thorough study of

situation.ttl3

• Grindley

felt

th t there

of room for improvement and suggested
become mor integrated

as

lot

that the day camp

with the regular

camp.

The re son

was th t the day c mp had alw ys been too separated

for this

from the rest
that

problems and

of the camp program.

day camp counselors

of the children

should

who attended

He suggested

visit

regularly

further
in the horns

day camp.14

classes
Teaching c mpers the Vlord of God was the mission of
Camp Shiloh.

nThe fundamental

is to develop respect
will come respect
of all

cl

for God.

for good."15

nature

and purpose

of classes

Out of such respect
The desir

for God

ble color and tone

sroom w s expl ined in the following

par gr ph.

Regardless of course title of text and work book,
much more than merely giving the learners
iblical facts,
l2teonard

Kirk {Person 1 letter).

13.Itwl,.
l4Eddie

15~

Grindley

(Interview).

Shiloh Staff Mamial,1956,

@•

J;i,i.
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e w nt the
ove everything else to realize the gre t
f CT, hich to know is to be reborn; that God does c r
fore
ch one in the most intim te way; th the
~ants to
change them only so that he can bless them nd be
th
them and m ke them the happiest.
Therefore, the person
of Jesus Christ, the Son of God is centr l in 11 our
thinking.
In him is co tained
11 suffici ncy, for our
every need,
dour desire is to ai·d every c mper in
beeoming
11 acquainted with Him. 6
The classes
immediat ly after

were scheduled

for three pericxis each d y

the morning devotio

al.

During the first period all campers ttend Bible
classes.
During the second and third period bout half
the campers re in singing cl ss ·.rhile others are in
Bible classes, so that each c mper h s two Bible cl sses
nd one singing class each day.17
Th r

ere problems in conducting

emph sized

lat r in

discussion

cl sses

hich will be

of then

ture oft

e

c mpers.

Deyoti onals
There
periods

t c

ere three regularly
P•

evening devotional
ad

re the morning devotion

These

on

the tent devotion

scheduled devotional

ond Y• 1ednesday
ls just before

there were other occasions

nd Friday evenings,

r tiring.

for devotion

l, the

ls,

In addition,
especi

lly at

night.
The morning devotion
h d two purposes:

l service,

from 9:30 to lOi

o,
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First, it is a devotional service for eginning the
day. Usu lly, there
re Bible readings, pry rs, and
song designed to e inspirational
in nature.
Secondly,
this
ervice is us d for
ounc nts and for direction .18
Theo

her uevotional

periods

r

S1mplici·1.y in t ought

t ken in conducting
ncour g d this

inspir

tional

d organization

t e devotio

als.

in nature.
was tl e course

·tchell

nd Cr ~vfo.rd

arrangement.

Any piritual
rogram pl ned for c mpers shol}ld be
geared to their
ge level and should be couc
simple, understandable
language 1ith illustration~
and
vents con n to their experience.
S iritu 1 occ s.:ons
should be thought of as brie
respites
from the busine s
of the d y which offer a chanc &or quiet, thoughtful
co sideration of the dee r me ings of life.19
Howover, a n te of caution
Crawford

in this

•J

s also uttered

.\itchell

by

and

regard.

~e must remember to look at it th.rough the eyes of
youth, for if it is filled with taboos, stuffy pursuits,
unnatural quiet, and lon winded talks, only rebelliousness, distast
and entirely
unchristian
attitudes
will
be built up. Observing it in the r.r:ong ay can do a
great deal of harm to their developing spiritual
eonseiousness.20

ost in piring
Shilol

1

to many of the c;imper

pr gr

18,lbj

and st

ers.

f

•

191,. Viola

litchell

Counseling (Philadelphia:
P• 160.

phase of the Camp

and I a B. Crawfo:td,
Vi.

a.

.-illolt6

Saunders Company, 1955),
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' ,1usic hath char s. to soothe the savage beast• u even
s the soul i so u lifted
in no o her ay s h n feel•
i gs s ~ell in song.
Y ungsters,
,ho proved 5.ncorrigible

in m ny · ys, er oft n touched ad found "reachabl~"
during their periods of singinn.
e met God in hymns of
prayer, praise and than sgiving.
The singing of the
older groups inspired
all w o sang or listened.21
Under the able
the singi

overall

leadership

u-. I.eona:rd

of

Kir

g nd music program c ntributed
effectiveness

There

1

hymns.

religious

Excess

songs as "Bingo F rm.
and ot er novelty

seve

y ars,

ably to the

inesti

o CaMp Shiloh.

lso a great

s

for

tt

emp sis

energy

on songs other

~as spent

in singing

than
such

Zoomb , t1 "Ring Ching Ching,"

nAh Zi.cc

songs.

Health and Safety
This phase of c mping is very i portant
,,\r. Bergh says,

that

"Probably

the c ild be fully

he lt

vigilantly

was to protect

the m in concern

protected

the capers.

th

for

thoy must h v

The staff

the policy

t ca .. p

errbers vere remind d
judgment and there-

someone to look after
camp

at Camp Shiloh

theirs

s held responsible
1as

·s

from bodily har s, and his

campers were im.~ature in their
that th

as

of most parents

safegu rded. n22 One of the aims

that

R alizing

bee use,

express din

f ty.

for the campers,

these

ords.

21c mp Shiloh Manual, 1951 ( ·m ographeo manual, Ca~p
Shiloh).

( e

22oavid E. Bergh, ~
York:
Th Odyssey Press,

Chi1d...a.ml~ Summer~t
1946 )--;-P• 16.
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All regular staff members and campers ar€ covered by
insuranc
and orkman's Compensation.
Insurance does
not cover dental w rk nor any illness which may have
b en cont cted, treated or which my h ve been present
before coming to camp. You are expected to pay for any
The hospital
illness not covered by camp insurance.
supplies
and equip ent ay be used only by campers and
staff menbers ho are ill.23

RecreationaodWaterfrontActivities
The recreation
activities.

ias in charge of all

of these

Every e roper w s expected to participate

unless

he had a special

director

permit.

Recreation,

phase of the c mp program because much of the time

vital

eaeh day was spent in this
rere urged to supervise
they

in gener 1. was a

non-participation
destroy

The staff

and participate

The reason

played.

direction.

for this

by either

menbers

with the campers as

was because

nd

loafing

camper or counselor

tended to

morale.
Swimming and waterfront

activities

supervision

of lifeguaros--usually

lak s. on

• Clinton

for swimming.
a lifeguazd

always present.

made toward teaching
h ve suggested
activities

that

counselors.

Davidson's

Boys and girls

property.

In the past,

particular

should be inaugur ted.

the

Tio small

vere available

swam at sep rate

svdmming lessons,
this

re under

periods

·tlth

effort

ms

little

but many staff

phase of
They felt

menbers

aterfront
that

this

·ould
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contribute

to the total

l program.

recreation

In the 1956 program evaluation,

suggested

that

r creation
felt

more concentration

obvious importance.

there was a need for more activities

younger children

could participate

been recognized
One staff

the program needed great

member mphasized the fact

could not be justified

by

A nature

to the youngsters

successful.

learn

whistle

chains,

has always

improvement.
existence

the staff

must be sold on
campers with

seeking ways of improving

of cap ble instructors,

to work with their
designs

hands.
on glasses

c-

if it is to be

camping program.

painted

me

of two or three

study in acquainting

"lhder the direction

of

study program must be m de attr

Camp Shiloh is constantly

children

its

and must be advertized

of nature

phase of its

that

the attendance

To accomplish this

the importance

principle

opinion of the staff

and yet the gen ral

campers per day.

to an understanding

At Camp Shiloh this

bers in 1956 was that

this

in which

§tydy

God through nature.

God.

Some

in competition.

Children can be brought closer

tive

counselors

should be given to the

program because of its

that

liatPre

several

the

They br ided
and cork m ts,
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made le ther belts

and other useful
ng progr mat

phase of the c
steadily

evexy ye r;

C

objects."24
p Shilo

nd in the c pable

The cxaft

h s improve

h nds

Phillips,

who has been i

beginning

of c mp, it promises to continue

ch rge of this

f

u-s. Francis

m sin e t e

progr

i proving,

K,i,tchgn
and foods
This important
successful

ph se of c mping has be n amazingly

at Camp Shiloh in spite

inexperienced

ys to

help.

of limited

intain

the menu balanced were constantly

various

other fo

any staff

th tone

greatest

Solutions

to the
also.

impxovement would be to
itchen

instead

Others e phasized the fact

needed to be given to supervision

kitchen.25

and keep

problems that arose were studied,

men:bers felt

persons.

cleanliness

sought.

h ve one person in charge of the
three

funds and

of tvo or

that more heed

of t ose

ssisting

in the

Every camp must be ready to faee one of its
problems in tl is phase of c mping.

tyork petai ls
Every pers n at Camp Shiloh
~ork details
title

sugg sts.
~

Staff

as it

ias a far

Instructions

Shiloh .&.::.11,1,~i.a•

•as concerned

ore significant
for work det,dls

1951. Jm•

25Ev luation o{ Shiloh Progra
Suggestion FileJ.

·th the

phase than th
re

••

.W•
1956 (C mp Shiloh
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11 duties ara poste
in t 1e \.JOOly
bulletin.
Every pers n in Camp Shiloh
staff ~s expected to help ·d th cert in
essenti 1 to the physical operation of
ti s, st ff ~c!tbers have a supervj_so
but it is also necess ry that they wor
Such activities
furn sh n --ddition l t
tech the children under your care.26

Many of th

problems that

as a result

of failure

Kir

suggest

the polici

d that
s

arose with the

iork det ils

to observe existing

more attention

detail
ether camper or
,. or dctalls
the camp. Sora
responsibil
ty
rdth the c mpers.
ay to know ar, to
v or

came

~u-.

regul tions.

should h ve been given to

lre dy made.27

Qyergight Camping
The schedule

every camper t
night trip.

of camp was flexible

go on

t least

C mp xegul tions

one hike,

enough to allCM

cook-out,

and instructions

camping away from camp are st ted in this

or over-

for over-night

paragraph.

The Kitchen Director and ature Director shou1d be
notified
at least threa da sin adv nc so that food
may bo purchased and camping equip nt (if needed) .ay
be reserved.
T nt counselors should make all arrangements such as loc tion, preparation
of food, equipment,
sponsors and group activities.
Equipment ust be cle ned
and returned before the morning devotional.
St ff
e.
hers may use camp equipme t for hikes. cook-outs or
ovei--nig t trips and they should follov, the sa e proc dure s entioned for the counselors and campers.2~
This phase of camping provided experiences
26campShiloh

staff traoual,

27 I.cona:rd Ki.rk, Evaluation

(Camp Shiloh Staff
28~~
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man

ca pers will

n v r forget.

It is

an important

part

of

any camp pr gram.

Gaoteeo
A ve-ry nece

use of th

ary phase of the c mp progr m w

the

cante n.

At Camp Shiloh the c teen is
combin tion bank and
general store.
Such items as combs. soaps, flashlights
and b tteries,
writing materials,
stamps, candies, ice
cream, shoe polish, notebooks and other things needed by
campers axe sold in the canteen.
The canteen 1s open
twice daily, after lunch and after supper. Campers are
limited to about ten cents per day for eats.
This prevents them from spending all their money the first day
and it also keeps thsm from eating too much candy and
ice cream. The banking system was instituted
in an
attempt to prevent theft and to erevent campers and
staff from losing their money while playing.
E ch
p rson is as e to deposit his money in the canteen and
ach camper is expacted to eposit his money as soon as
he enrolls.
~oney can be withdra i4'l only for church contributions,
special tri s v,he1·e money will be needed
d
upon checking out at the end of the term.29
This system for handling
·serious
by

this

problems

that

campers and staff.
system of handling

finances

could

alleviated

have resulted

many 0£ the
from carelescne-ss

Every camp would do well to consider
money in setting

up its

earning

program.

III.
Several
tinually

S ECIAL RO L

TIµ CA

phases of the Camp Shiloh

problematic.

29.lb.1d..

1S

These include

OPERA!]
program were con-

those problems directly

64

connected

the function

dth

camper selection,
standards,

nature

interruption

camp orale.

by visitors,

p rout

ne:

loc l areas.

double

care of clothing,

and

are those problems pertaining

of the camp: securing

publiei ty and promotion,
fro

c

of the campers, discipline,

Also inclu:ied

to the administration

iorkers

of the daily

f ollo

finances,

up on c mpers, securing

more

and permanency in directors.

Problemsof CampRoutine

Natu,oof the campers. One
at camp existed
their

nature

in the handling

of the gre test

proble s

of the c rapers because of

and background.

The nature of the campers at Shiloh is decidedly
different
from those of church Sunday Schools or
Christian acade • c institutions.
In other cl sses,
the students are more or less instruct d to some extent
in Christian
doctrines
and morals.
Into the majority
there has been instilled
a restraining
appreci tion for
God and personal rights.
At least the seed of such is
usually there and it constitutes
the beginning point of
teaching.
In most of the chil ren of this metropolita
are
,e have no such point of contact.
The heterogenous
disorder in nationality
and language is but the outwaxd
manifest tion of the inner disorder and unsubstanti
1
spiritual
n tures of ost of these ca pars.
at e
usually regard as self evident moral and spiritual
principles
are almost, if not entirely.
complete nonentities
to those with v1hom '/8 deal.30
any children
kindness

their

came to Camp Shiloh

or love.

parents

ihile

ho had never been sho m

So e of them h d never been ,ianted by

others

h d been bom to parents

r,ho .ere
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or

too po
•,er

rk d to giv

ve

t t

1

f r thease

;ig

adopted the attitude

them

ny att n ion.

ves

• a

re ul , many

they v re in a fri

that

ndless

hich the only way to get along wa to get th

befor

he get

ans er to

questi

the c mp rs
first

ould

ay, "Ith

because

former instruction

other
iI'•

s ys: ttJn r

lity

all

some of th

c

instill

of Christ1.anity.

is no child

Also,

wore more
in Christian

,i th the principle

hich

,ho does not ~, t to be

in

1ith m ny of the c mper

Thus the begin-

ttempting

to

self-respect.
C nc rning

faced

of cam rs.

nature

h

!th the sa e problems

degr e.

gro

The

pers did have so e

loved and m de to f el that he is needed."32

ning pl~ce

of

campers were from

of the

p, they proceeded
thare

in

31

in the principles

t c

fellow

of the behavior

as some of the c mpers r turn d each y 7ar, there
of those who were at least partially
established
principles.

world in

Grindley,

s · proved every year.

d es not mean that

b ckground,

why

n about the progress

r ch pel w s terrible.

y

Thi

this

You can und rstand

you.

They

Th r

will

d for Christian

t C mp Shiloh to

be campers at.tending

living,

31Eddie Grindley
3~.....,.

t

be

ome

ho have no back-

but the probl m can be partially

{Int

Shiloh Stai£

overy camp will

rvio,).

WM,j...., ....

,

1956, .a+l• .c;.it.
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solved

a~ was m de evident

o,scjplipe.
problems exist
spent
this

by the results

,.In recent

d, wheres

years

practically

in the early

the nature

no discipline

years much time w s

with speci 1 problem campers.n33
has been c·ted

at Camp Shiloh.

The main reason

for

on page 64 of the previous

section

on

Mr. Kirk explained

it this

way.

of the campers.

Fir t the policies
of camp are kno m.
d former
campers not only observe these policies but encourage
other.
Right is popular.
Campers see that it pays and
that they have more fun ••• Then a carefully
selected and
rell trained staff can virtually
liminate any m jor
discipline.
Counselors can head off trouble before it
starts
and a consciousness
of the objectives
and policies
on the part of all staff members can either quickly head
off trouble or handle it easily.34

The policy

of the camp in matters

of discipline

was:

Disciplinary
measures re to be taken only by the
chief counselor or a director.
No teacher or counselor
is to take it upon himself to discipline
any camper at
any time.
This may at first sound a little
harsh and
unwise. but it is based upon experience.
State laws
prohibit corporal punishment.
The policy of the camp
in matters of discipline
is simply this.
No punishment
is to be given in any form except by ~ ay of denying the
offender some privilege
which the rest of the campers
enjoy.
If some camper consistently
will not cooperate
in the camp program and shows that he has no intention
of fitting
into camp life, he will be sent home. It is
better to do this than have the whole camp program disrupted.
However, if we cannot cause the child to want
to cooperate we have failed and if he is sent home we
are defeated so far as that child is concerned.35

33Leonard

Kirk (Personal

letter).

34IbJd.
35campShiloh §ta££

Maoua1,1956,

~-
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will be especi

Every new camping situation
cult

reg rd, but there

to d al with in this

pline.

Also, it

th the right

ust be administered

purpos

that

The size

they must st ndardize
ke too

present.

from experience,

s id,

to never more than 120 campers,
36

worthy of consideration

children
their

is that

tion

TI1ese campships rare distributed

valuabl

because it

.SW• .W.•

but it

is

system whereby cert

in
of

fees.

to churches in the area so

helped in the m tter

Ev lu tion

to camp in spite

nd attendance

could be received.

36teon rd Kirk,

each

was in distributing

mper selection

to pay r gistr

th t recommendations

speaking

it be restricted

This is not a camp policy,

are recommended for attendance

in bility

to turn campers

with only sev n cabins

f campships is

The use

s

by c mp directors.

One problem inc
campships.

s

of the c mp because

but Mr. Kirk,

"My suggestion

11

cute

Shiloh directors

they hesitated

some space left,

is

for boys and girls.

the size

very

any campers e ch session

turally

away when there

m nner

of the camp was

Gener lly speaking,

d.

the t mpt tion tot
constantly

in a Christin

matter bee use the problem became more

the camp progress
felt

must be disci-

in mind if it is to be effective.

Camper
selection.
important

lly diffi•

This system w s
of co-ordin

of Shiloh Program,

ting

1956,
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th

camp progra

directors
its

with th

greater

dv ntage in the past and decided

directors

decide upon a certain

received

at camp on c mpships.
dmitted

ith

th

system had not beer. used to

use of campships in the future.

are to be

.t cap

churches.

th t this

recognized

great st

local

tom

ke

E ch year the

percentage

of campers to be

In 1958, 25% of the campers

campships.

See Appendix E for a

campship application.
Anoth r problem w sin
sent in their

$1.00 registration

them, but on enrollment
suggested,

paid,

fee,

to this

if c ncell

advance."37

fee,

He believed

on those who register

that

Accepting out-ofany children

desired

that

these

.oo be

The $5.00 might

would assure

good faith

enrollment.

mp policy at this

date.

rea campers was a problem, bee use

chiefly
to attend

~ost of these war~ chjldren
Kirk felt

this

sac

"in addition

de as much s two weeks in

nd would keep a full

This has not been adopted

• Kirk

fee of

on tuition.

tion ism

the camp was established

as held for

problem, that

$1.00 registration

$5.00 of which is applied

be returned

a pl ce

day they did not appear.

as a solution

to the regular

Some c ropers

pre-registration.

to serve the i

rea.

from other st tes and areas.

of Christians

out-of-are

di te

in the South.

r.

c mpers "should be carefully
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scr en d. "38

ny times

~ere

hindr

definit

many to

ny ti

nee.

campers w re a gre th
h

they did not help the pr gra..

lp. too.

ccept and

hether

s th

nd

out• of- are

The proble

was ind

ciding

or not the v lue of their

ce could be justified.

prese

Like Camp Shiloh.

proble

s i

most c

c mper s lection.

complex after

a f

years

ps

• Kirk said,

pr gr m, the work of staff
c mpers.

The camp should

He listed

several

pertinent

be faced with

The problems

ny

1ill beco e more

of operation.

Ioterruptipn by xi,sitors.
at c mp.

ill

"Visitors
people,
be for

This w s

serious

have hindered

problem

the gener l

nd the gener l mor le of
campers--not

for

visitors.

u39

suggestions:

Each st ff member has a full lo d and no time to
except during days off.
o vis5.tor should ever
be all
ed t eat more th none meal in the dining h 11.
Staff meabers should discourage visitors
from coming to
camp during the regular season.
Visiting of parents
nd
only on Sund ys.
This
gu rdians should b permitted
should be r stricted
to the h urs of 12:00-5:00
p.m.
lf
visitors
rem in for other ctivities
they should not be
with their children.
Visitors should be permitted to
on ond y, ednesd y, and Friday
attend devotionals
nights.
They should be allowed to re in for ny c mpfire program, but never to visit cabins, nor to keep
ctivchildren from play or from ny regular scheduled
ity.
This c n b d eon Sund y after oon, t hich
t in
time campers should n t be required to particip
ga es if they w nt tor
n ith th ·r arents.4
visit

38J;

•
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His correcti
visiting

n of the situation

hours and m keno

tances,

conv nient

concession

work hours.

etc.

are not necessarily

by parents

strictly

regardless

of dis•

Once an exception

camp policies.

in camping.

ith.

repercussions.

to the par nts of campers.

lines

of clothing

their

clothes

-Once the children
seldom retrieved

carel

training

number

The campers

them hanging on the clothas
around the recre tional

were separated

from the clothing~

area.

they

The younger campers were especially

clothing

and it

program at camp.

ias suggosted that

care

should be a part of the

owever, it has never been for-

into the program.

his problem was serious
parent

Ev ry year

at the camp.

and persona1 belongings

mally introduced

probl m.

them lying

them.

ss 1ith their

of clothing

were left

by leaving

or by leaving

there

To ignore the problem

kare gf Clgth1D~• This was an irritating

lost

These

They are

at and de lt

consequ nces.

in disastrou

of articles

or

is of no value."41

If it is

be no significant

especially

t.o

have a problem concerning visitation

and friends.

may result

dh r

from years of experience

gathered

Every camp will
will

exceptions

is made, the regulation

suggestions
opinions

was to"

relationships

because sometimes it affected

with the camp.

Every camp will

have

71
this

phase of the camping program tlth ~hich to contend.

Camp
morale.. Ther
remember in maintaining
n gative

aspects

desired
rests

their

are to be

with the attituie

griping

camp mor le.
chived.

of staff

One of the greatest
by staff

memb rs.

nd don 'ts

to

Both the positive

of the problem require

results

campers.

~re many do 's

and

if the

ttention
ost of thee

phasis

members who guide the

dangers

nd they

to camp morale

13$

re reminded of this

in

instructions.
Being human it is very unlikely that nything will
be run perfectly;
consequently,
you will find so e
things to criticize.
Criticism is good and the drninistr tors of C mp Shiloh invite it.
Ho1uever, you c n only
before anyone other
do harm if you make such criticisms
than the persons responsible.
When you gripe before the
campers and the other counselors about h01u things are
being run, they iill begin to look for faults
nd lose
confidence in the administration.
So, if you h ve cri ticis
to make, ple se remertber to make them to the proper
dministrator
only. _Se__wn times Neyergripe or complain
in front of the c mpe~
Another danger w sin

and optimis

meniler hows
th

the lack of drive,

by the counselors.
lazy

The counselor

nd complacent

enthusiasm
or st ff

1as seriously

affecting

morale of the campers who were in his ch rge and conse--

quently

the morale of the camp as a whole.

Problemsof the Administration
Securingfinances. "~ore th n half of the expenses
4~

Shiloh §:taff ~aoual, 1956,

Jm• .d;t..
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r

of C.-1p S.il
cover~

buil

on tion

by

· g

trong

our future

o ·es,

,l

an

travel,

urc s.

advort•

funds are

ing,

ot deducted

traval,

To add stress

delin-

, r

hav

the s me end.

be very prominent

to this

in efforts

contributed

d,

uch time,

11

45

ry in

"the

in raising

are solicit

bt ining mon y

any

to secure financial
greatly

Every camp will

in their

point,

Mr. Grindley has tr veled

to co st,

Others

numerous in

exp nses incurred

were necess

and operation.

from coast

as istanc.

n of juvenile

r st d individuals.

and correspondence

for expenses

in

from the funds that
int

din

h n the money came from so

and other

but are p id by other

tovard

in the preventi

is

d good moral

eed ,..ss to s y the problems

rents

of the cost

who are interest

minds,

to fin ne s, especially

many diff

mils,

activ

••prt

tt 4 3

.d loe lly.

from p rties

citizens

quency. n44

regard

r i

in oth r ways

find this

problem to

program.

EvbJjcity and promgtion. There were many problems to
meet in thi

ar

est was in giving
that

the true

of camp dministr
ccurate

picture

tion.

information

One of the great-

about the camp so

In publi-

did not become distorted.

June
44Eddie Grindley,
ttA Proven ethod to
ke Disciples
of Many Nations" (Bulletin,
C mp Shiloh), 1952.
45~1iii6li,,j-"¥.t.balaw,,

June 1, 1956,

@•

.c.it,.
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cizing

e, ende vor

,hie

there

re sometimes tendencies

been some crit1eis.
nd promotion

criticism

h

gainst

reaped

to exagg rte.

the camp bee us

l information.

, eth r it

or not, it emph sized

camp must guaxd ag inst.

the means in publicity

that

matters

re, ards,

Ther

h s

of publicity

Illas well

danger that

Every Bible

and adhere to the pr nciple

sue~ w nderful

founded

every Bible

camp must recognize

the end does not justify
as 11ell as in other m tters.

T

UJust

s the

CH PT

VI

ST FF OF C

r

key unloc s t e door

gro

ce into those experie

physically,

entally,

the tremendous responsibility

people.

St ff

ces that

socially

t Camp Shiloh was selected

st ff

They \ere

must grow spiritually

f ollo

ttitude
in their

as

result

as maint ined
own lives.

1

The

they had in guiding young
th t they

living

made to realize

This spiritual
of their
nd

In this

they,

too,

in the spiritual

growth would neces-

efforts

ppropriate
regard,

ere

for the camp-

that

if they were to assist

growth of young people.

11

with gre t c re because of

meni>ers were m de to re lize

ers to follow.

u folds

will help them to

and spiritually.

going to camp to be models in Christin

sarily

the staff

er Bible c mp so th t the c mpers may

the program of the su
gain entr

SHILOH

if the right

application

staff

w s made

merrbers i. ere

instructed:
Even though you (some ore than others) may have t e
responsibility
of keeping campers quiet in devotionals
nd other meetings, you can gain much from all the ~orship services at Shiloh.
Prep re for such meetings,
come expectantly,
arrive before the service begins,
spend some time in quiet pr yerful meditation
nd
campers will follow your example. You vill receive
little
and campers will receive little
if you merely

Bible ~iill' .ill ~
lcarey B. Looney, ~ .fumJme..l:
Educatiopal Program
.52f~ Churcfi7Master 's thesis' H rdin-

Simmons University,

1956'~ P• 62.

7

spe

r ti

y

ever, you dll

scio

s of God's

nd

rece1. ve

oresenc

nd others have ·sserrbled.2

INTRODU::TIO

I.

In the matter
Kirk suggested
perso

of s lecting

the selection

Cla~ice

staff

of a bala

versatile

s who ,ere adaptable.

possible.3

tr~ ing t !·e .p th
quiet.
uch if y u are al ys co
d t
purpose for i: ich you

eai:>ers,
ced st

• Leonard

ff

r.i

de up of

and resourceful

s

• owman dvises:

The cam le ders re usually
ell•integr
ted perso,s•for the most part. with the spiritu
l di ension
as ell as ~ith physical h alth nd soci l poise•-eager
to set the stage so that young lives too can grow in
wholen ss.
ere it otherwise,
these
en and ome wuld
not eng ge in
tas
that de ands such h vy responsibility,
f ces so m ny unpredictable
hazazds, and causes
so muc inn r anguish.
They are, usually, persons
abundantly capable of loving the ,. ole rl.de orld as
ell
s the c mpers; for so spiritual
are their securities th t they can love themselves in the highest and
holie t
y, nd ence they need not vent grudges of any
kind on any on.
Their sensitivity,
patiently
train d
to detect the slightest
need on the part of
ca ~er,
fits them uniqllely to CQntribute to the general ti
king
out spiritual
v lues.4
endowed,

Th selectio

oftest

probl ms t C mp Shiloh.
er

ad.

personnel

ff

s

t most c

s one of the gre test
ps, and some mistakes

HO\~ever, s more experi need staff

emb rs bee

3Leona:rd Kirk, Ev lu tion of Shiloh Progra
(Camp Shiloh St ff Suggestion File).
(

•1956

4c1 rice
• Bo-.mian, Spiritual. __..
... IIIIW', J2f.~~:.w.~
Association Press, 1954), P• ix.

w York:
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available,
rea,

from both Christin

this

colleges

problem wa somewh t

After
bee use of

few years oper tion

nother problem

of about one st ff

campers is out of proportion
camp dir

bilities

ted.

n over abundance of members.

ttTo percentage

Therefore,

llevi

and the immedi te

ctors

• Kirk s id,

elli>er for every 2. 7

and should be changed."5

h v b en investigating

of con olidating

rose

some of the positions

the possiin order to

reduce the number of st ff members.
All regul r staff
access to 1 u dry
entire

erJbers

re furnish

1th and accident

nd h

t c mp.

period they were

s laries

while the te chers wer

sent by some individu
were paid until
richly

blessed

staff.
assist

the end of the season.

to their

and

11 sum r were p id
or

av il

C mp Shiloh was
le top
fford

y their

to furnish

st ff beyond room and bo rd.

One of the gre test
unity among the st ff
rs and the counselors.
need for

counselors

one of the s 1 ries

Most sum r Bible c mps cannot
nc

nee for the

usu lly self-supported

1 or church.

by h ving finances

insur

Also, th

som of the other workers who rem ined

d room, bo rd,

coop r tive

needs

t C mp w s

merrbers, especi

lly bet

closeness

en the teach-

This w s import nt bee use of
ffort

between the two in working with

0 Leon I:d Kirk, Ev lu tion of Shiloh Progr m--1956,
-212•~-

nd
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Mr. Grindley suggested.

the children.
together

work rs,

of all

if

ry Do on. a counselor,
be a closer
te chers

nd counselors

,ould help both.
Kirk

entire

1s

a definite

w re

should h ve a gt•

th t

said in 1956, "The te chars should
I believe

at the beginning

11 staff

should

members

f sossions

for Mr.
r main th

rAost to chars were

of the program but some of the best

ble to remain only two weeks.

ch nging staff

meetings of
nd end

weeks of c mp if possible.a
part

Miss

once a ueek. u6

This w s one of the reasons

n7

suggestion

eight

po sible,

of the progr m.

part

"e

With

te chars

constantly

of te chars every two weeks. it w s difficult

to maint in the desired

closene

s

nd unity

ong staff

merrbers.
II.

ROLE OF THE DIRECTOR

Characteristics. Gener lly
istics
type

of c mp directors
of camp.

the purposes
ord r to depict

speaking

will be th

s me rega1'dl

Mr. David E. Bergh gives

nd objectives
the sincerity

of several

the character-

ss of the

a fe" samplings
outstanding

nd solicitude

of

camps in

which charac•

6Eddie Grindl y, Ev luation of Shiloh Progra -1956
(C mp Shiloh St ff Suggestion File).
7Mary Dobson, Ev lu tion of Shiloh Program--1956
(C mp Shiloh Staff Suggestion File).

Bteon xd Kirk, Ev lu tion of Shiloh Program--1956

.sw• .s.i,t.
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terizes

the conscientious

camp director.

He recognizes the child's point of view, but also
realizes
that undisciplined
freedom soon palls and
breeds confusion and boredom. He perceives that joy and
satisfaction
are derived not only from amusements and
ntertainment,
but also from gaining new skills and work•
ing to achieve increased facility
in familiar sports and
in techniqu s which require concentrated
£fort and self ...
discipline.
Also he understands t at opportunities
for
Thus
adventure must be,,<carefully planned and executed.
the natural checks and adjustments need d to realize
fully the child's de~lres conspire to fulfill
the more
mature purposes of the parent! which involve a certain
amount of discipline,
regulat on, and routine.9
It is the purpose of this

section

standards

for camp directors

s lecting

persons

standards

are important

to present

as a pattern

to direct

In addition

duties

ctor.

He must be a Christian

to these characteristics.

for camp directors

ese

that is absolutely

orcl and deed, other .rise, the other charaeteris

no avail.

in

where the summer Bible camp is

but,

for a c mp dir

to follow

summer Bible camps.

concern d, there is one characteristic
necessary

the accepted

are listed

tics

in
are of

various

in Appendix B.

The campd;frectgr as a lgade:c.- "A camp director
have the love of a parent,
trist,
genius,

the

ndurances

the understanding

of a star

and the patience

athlete,

of Job. nlO

must

of a psychia•

the mind of a

This statement

is

9oa.vid E. Berghj ~ Child and. ~uwroet~ (New Yorks
The odyssey Press, 1946 • p. 18.

lOr.ooney,

@•

~.,

P• 63.
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tive

indi

hristinn

tor
th

·t ta ec t

w uld

ender.

11 of thee

ppro ch

yet they

f. w1 t

r

and a.:a

virtue.

tin.

ucc sQful apron

t pc o

n that

11

r

h

to any perfect

rship

l~~

egree

:bl_ c

The nearer

th

will b

a Bibl

g

ls

nd
direc-

r

reached

c mp director

l ader of young pe pl.
Mr. Rob rt

ut sin

t

er t

No c~mp irector

go ln of perfecti

must strive
mor

o

Rubin

ys in reg rd to le dership

attrib-

a director:

Th main points ar -•that routine duties should be
promptly and methodically discharged,
consideration
shc,uld b given to the needs and convenienc
of the
staff and the director
must exercise the qualities
he
rightly expects from his counselors--equanimity,
adapt bilitr!
and resourcefulness
in the face of the
unforeseen.

Bowmansays,

"It should be crystal

xpects of his staff

clear

what the director

and what they expect of him."12

Kirk adds emphasis to this

aspect

of the director's

•
work.

I cannot over-esti
ate the importance of being
d finit
and specific,
of having an understanding
t
11 times, and of bringing suggestions and criticis
s
to the directors
at 11 times.
Take nothing for granted.
Expect much from every staff member.13

Ibe directors influeoce as ao exampleto the sta££~
1 1Robert Rubin, Iw:. lk2.slk
s:2f.Camp1pg
(New York:
Association Press, 1949), P• 104.

12aowman, .aJl•

w,.,

P• 140.

13Leonard Kirk, Ev lu tion of Shiloh Progra
JW• ~-

1956,

0

xa ple th

y hi

towaxd i~stilli
the st ff.

g

director

rat

cco

can

r unity

m ny tl ings

lish

a~d

a Y reness

of Gcx:i in

Bowmansayst

In c p a "contagion"
is created
·1hich
lps alo,g
the community f eling and, like the la of spir lity in
11 th physical
universe,
once ti1ere is a w f eling it
grows nd grow •
This

'cont

director

akes

I

gion

begins

~h ther of mutual respect
the purpose of c mp, the

Certai

rel tions

·o

than

11th

nyone else to
in the d ily routin.

c mp dir
do
for

die Grindley

e 11 to ronsider

his

emers:
spirit

sets the tone for
unique position
in
st ff
nd c pers l1e can o ore
stablish
the 'consciousness
of God .
•15
0,;

of his

has fulfilled

the role

f

Bible ca p director

Every prospective

ctor.

uch

the first
contact the
his spirit
or lack of it; his zest for
ay he des cri es t e t s ks .14

ly the director's
camp and because

the entire

•

•ii th

ith his st ff

votion

n

nthusi

s

Dible
~,ould

el

as

ork.

Eulogyof Ct, Edgie G61odley. Mr. Grindley h s been
of Cap

the director
of the
his

ost tirele

full•time

enriche

sand

service

the

lives

o

life

enthusi

with

have been inspired

14BOtJman. _sm. W•,

l51.b.i51.' P• 97 •

Christi

to the work of his

and hts famili

ns to devot

\aster.
ho

He h s

he h s come in

by his

r expression,

P• 138.

He is one

beginning.

stic

of many people

y people

contact.
outlook

Shiloh since its

optimistic

"Isn 1t th t

l

I/On er · 11" In a v ry r al

bu ed gr atl

□atdng

tor, rd
III.

~

n

• ;i,.., cff rts

Canp hil

ROIE OF TI-IS G

h

h v

c ntri-

uccess.

ERAL

uti -s ana res po sibili
the cap

dir ctor an

g neral

m ny r spects.

1 p
posi ti

n-

re

tions

t C

mp Sil

or
general

ma ag r dealt

procure

ent

utho

ly

ith

the director

f c p

is

a d

t .ese

of two outstanding

• leonard

of singi

ye rs.
ye rs,

He~

s crifice

\10

cr,dit

ge eral

such ns staff

oper te

positi

ns. but it

ms

C ristians

•

cr-.

ie Gr!.ndley

e

his

ti

nd en

t

ble

C

s direc ..

t Camp Shiloh f r seven

t org

m ster

• Ki.x

• 1<·rk served

of tl

nag r of c mp for five

TI-1ose who ·,orked

s due

t e

\Jlil

s bee use of the gre t

ion ls

nd dev

He as

of ti

ed

Kirk.

during whic

for c mp.
tions.

g

tin

cer

camps will

~

to

was c

i-

ible

most

at are that

ne man filling

tion

the p

orgoniza·ion.

~

nece s cy to nention both positio
contrib

pr

over-

en in both

re c i

diff

o-re d th t1 e detail

nd prog·

Tl e

Th

a

tot 1 pi c r

tl

Ji tl

t

s

for

tins

Th

bout the s me.

h

t Camp Shilo

anger

s of

ti

p

le dership

iz tion

nn

ere insp·r

gy i.n the cause

for his contribution

set

ose

t e p ce

public

rel

by his

dlling

of Christ.

to the

~ch
1ork

t
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Camp Shiloh

and Bible

c mping i.

sen~r 1.

LE OF TiiE C

IV.

SE LO

The position of counselor at Camp Shiloh is one of
t
most im
tat
itio s i th
. ir project.
At
th same time, it is one of the most difficult
positions
o fill
ell.
Both of th e t te ents ar tr1e for the
s me reason; na ely, the counselor is th middle man.
I such
c p city .e M. ~t rnp e~ .t bot thn cm ers and

the camp staff.
Being in direct
contact ·Ii th the campers
he must h v their confidence
d t the same ti
, he
must uphold the r g lations and discipli
e of th c mp.
If the counselor trias to become "'ust anothe= camper,"
("just
one of th boysn sort of thing)., the c mpers !ill
not respect his authority
s a counselor.
On the other
hand, if the couns lor beco s too aloof fro th c mp rs
h will not g in their confidence
a d love.
HE UST
. AI TAI OISCIP I E ~ 1D J. ISO G
E lOVS A JO C FIOB CE
OF THE CM E s. You can see h ,, i port nt and h
diffi•
cult th position of coun lor i
t Camp Shil h. 6
Couns ling

job.

The campers

at Camp Shiloh

v s a full-

ere pl ced in the eounselor•s

t enty•four

hours each d y exe pt ~hen reliov

Counselor.

There

eek

nd to

cl ss s.

charge

d by th

:r-as one day off for each counselor

hours

Counselors

e ch day

ff
~

re instruct

hile

time

the ehildr

Chi f
each

n . r

in

d:

It is necess ry for you to under tend th t counseli g
t C mp Shi l h •
.n2t
.a aCati9r in ~ ' al .wow..,...•
It is hard ork and ther v • 1 not be much fr e time to
p rsu your ow .le sures;
ut it is the .o ts t·sfying
or th t you c never do. There is nothing that givas
a Cristi
ores tisf ctio end ·oy th
seei o youn
people responding t the teachings of Christ,
especi 1 y
hen m ny of thes y ung p ple ight h v oth
·
ended

1
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in prison
An rticle

1orsa fa e.17

• ss Dor thy Box, girl•.)

by

C mp Shiloh,

som other

cells

c ief

c uns~l

t

r

rad,

it·- s for
A couns lor t C mp Shil his truly
Christ-•every
hour of the d
He nev r s ks, "Wh t •s
in it for
? but r th r, "ii '-I can I s rve?"
Li.ke
Jesus, he co es to serve--not
to be served.18

y:

Qualification~.
couns lor

individu

difference

The

b t· en

poor on depends upon the i iti

nd

good

tive

oft

e

1.

The chief purpose of good counselors is to fill the
n eds of e mp rs with ere tive, v ried
ctivities
vhich
rlll constructively
fost r a freo expansion of c mp
possibiliti
s, and to conduct these activities
in such
ay th t the cm r is
ssured of ah ppy nd richlys tisfying
sum r.
A

couns lor with little

of c mpers.

Thus,

initi

tive

t C mp Shiloh

the liv s of c mpers with etern
tive

o th

Coll

ge,

nots

tisfy

here pe ple strive

l v lues,

p rt of the couns loris

r. Rob rt E. IJ.nk, pl ce

ill

th

needs
to fill

the need for initi

indispensable.
nt director

of Broo lyn

w Yor , said,

The bility
to exercise democratic leadership is one
of the most i portant require
nts for the counselor
o
is expect d to dh re to camp policies
nd r gul tions

lQ,u,

C

mp Shiloh,

e i

Jersey,

ay 1,

1955.

19Robert
4.lii,~

.....

E. Lin , "College Students
1950, p. 267.

~·i.w.&,
October,

s C mp Counselors,

tt
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without bei g dictatorial
the group.2

or arousing

Some coun elor

at Ca p S. iloh

in this

bee a use many ti.

r gard,

gained through

is love.

a challenge

iith

c

ability

only be

experience.

One of the most important
selor

rere faced
s this

~ithin

antagonism

Counselors

char ctr

st·cs

of a co

-

at camp ·ere told:

The counselor who i unable to love every single
child at Camp Shiloh is doomed to failure.
It is comp xativ ly easy to continue to declare that you !ova t
campers but it is another thing to continue to demonstrate your love by the 'lay you treat them. Many of the
campers can be very exasperating
and you ~ill find yourself wanting to force them to do things your ~ Y• But,
even though there
ight be some personal satisf ction in
getting things your ,ay by force, your real objective is
to get campers to want to dotings
~s Christ
ould have
th m done. You will n ver accomplish this by being hardboiled but you can do it through 1 ve and patience.21
Counselors

ere reminded to read I. Cor. 13 repeatedly

they rec ived t
gested further
aspects

full
that

import of its

me ing.

It

until

as sug-

they place emphasis upon the positive

of love as defined

only 'lere they encouraged

in that

chapter

to give love,

of the Bible.

but they

Not

~re encour-

aged to conduct thems lves in such a ray as to cause the
campers to love them.

T ir instructions

read:

You should set the go l for yourself of having every•
one of the campers love you. Such a goal is ssential
for those \ ho are in your charge, and it is very desirable~
th case of the rest of the camp rs.
There are
20 Ibid ·
2lcamp ~......w.. ---

""ililMiMill••
1956,

@•

"1t•
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many r as n for
~1t ng t
c
rs to lov you but
there are at least tr.JO which are specially
significant
here.
The first
reason is that the child who loves you
will not knowingly c use you ny trouble.
Th ec nd
reason is that th~ child th t lov s you is ore easily
child that hate you.22
influenced tow rd Chri t th nth
Thee
pplicabl
C for

qu lificati

ns for counselors

for couns lors

at C p Shiloh.

ditional

qu lific
V.

ere particularly
Consult

Appendix

tions.

ROLE OF Tl E TEACHER

Every p rson at Camp Shiloh who was not

t

cher.

expected

to be

teachers

in the formal

cov rd

that Camp Shiloh

Limiting

cl ssroom situ
has been

te chers every year to carry

the South,

wher as in later

in th

diat

Chri tian

ere t

Dyties- It

was

service

f r t

the te cher's

campers a cnowledge of the Bible,
to decide

excellent
rlier

were obt lned from

years m y of them ware av ilable

Most oi them s crific

college.

to those

In thee

chers in the public

to be able to r nd r that

bility

work.

r

s

it was dis-

ble to secure

n this

~

Some of the te chers w re pr achers

r a.

and ~any of them

discussion

tion,

st of these tech

years of operation

i,

this

c mper

the 1 ngth.

1

scho l

and

J time and

on y

work of the Lord.

job to imp rt to the

and it was his responsi-

details,

and subject

matter

of

86

ach day's

ork.

The teachers

educational

director

had covered

in cl ss.

general

subject

were instructed

a hort summary of the material

so that

pattern

c

One of the gre test

faced in this

regaxd.

at c mp three
viate

thi

problems th t te chers

t

chers should be required

to arrive

proble.
teachers

to their

two hours of Bible classes

ere expected to assist

So e rere given supervisory

hile

others helped in the er fts
after

Teachers wer

oon.

in v rious

functions
an

•rere not on duty.

other

st dy cl sses

othe s ~orked in the recre

uns li g ·1ith campe-rs at

per

o work details,

n tr

encourag d to make themselves

eonf er ncos and
they

t camp

kn01:li.n9 mat they ,vere going to teach.

jobs.

in th

could be

or four d ys aha d of time in order to alle-

In addition
d y, th

that

of continuity

was that most of them arrived

and without

It was suggested

they

They were encour ged to foll0w·1

established.
unprepared

to givo the

tio
avail

area.
l

11 times

They r-,ere al. o enco

for
:Vhen

g d to visit

in the t nt areas at night so that they might observe the
campers in a different

setting

in order

to get to know them

better.

Oualif1catio~.
Shiloh expecting
of the n ture

that

Te chers were warned to come to Ca. p

to have their

of their

students

p tience
in class.

they must al~ ys keep control

sorely

tried

becaus

ey 1ere reminded

of themselves bee use that

fr/

as th
to b

key to co trolling
fir

ithout

becoming l x.

the campers.

They "ere exhorted

nd patient

becoming harsh.

ithout

~. K.ir suggested:

Public school te chers and ones rl th aetu l te ching
achers at Shiloh.
experience usu lly mad better
( ~ ny good preachers
re not good classroom t achers
nor are they able to live with nd influence eampers.)2
For this

re son,

those with te ching experience
that experience

are general

the o es

in nature

VI.

in one fi

jobs.

There

ass

ld.

speci

the early

l 'lays possible

lists

ERS

people

v o

It

11asfound to be inadvisable

ere

to assist

at oth r

in duties.
inc

vork rs

positions.

23~onard

in Appendix D.

rtain

positions

ye rs of camp because it

to secure

for

These qualifi-

Some of these positions

th

_2g.J:i.t.

re important

listed

require

positions

e overlapping

The ne d for

a probl min

nd ar

ho were also required

d by p ople

fill

with part of

entioned.

OTHERSTAFF \a

~any of the staff

specialize

th t

qu lifications

at c mp besides

c tions

and pr ferably

at camp were

in camp ork.

There are other

teachers

selected

ost of the teachers

:,ho ere Christi

That problem has been virtually
to h ve staff

K.irk, Ev lu tion

created

snot

ns in

liminated.
members \ o

of Shiloh Program, 1956,

11
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were not Christin.

Cbief

counselors.

These positions

·refilled

perso s who had had sever l years experience

t ca p
Shilo
its

nd iho

1

re especi

was blessed

C p

Chief Coun elors

i portance,

ecause of their

c mp should insist

in counseling

at lead rship.

adept

uiith m ny excellent

ye rs of se~vice.

ible

lly

by

in

every

on h ving tho best people available

for these positions.

&ius;ationaldirector.
big problem in this

personnel

·1

s the

s found to be desir

le

Fluctuating

position.

It

to have a person in ch rge who could return
This would allow for continual

L provement in the educ tion

progr m ach year upon the b sis
new education

director

every year.

of experience,

every year made it i possible.

Recreationdirector. This individu 1
tr mendous responsibility
consumed more time than
11as a ch llenge

would interest

for

the enthusias.
problem in this

bee use this
ny other

tlm to present

and satisfy

aided by the~

vh reas

ph se of the program.

It

a sch dule of events

that

ng and iaterfront
for this

His problem Is

ctivities
sport.

phase of camping ias in trying

same director

fro

ye r toyer

enced in his

ork.

early

with

ph se of c mping

the campers.

of the capers

s faced

so th the

every ye r

ne

because

of

The gre test
to retain

the

might be experi•
an ., s intro-

89
n

uced to

I

2ti n with no experience

sit

.:..u:;i~...,-=-:i.:.a:::..:........::ai....,. __

speci

list

field.

•

1

program in

s fou

ph

ul te i terest.

For this

hich to sti

campers to

ecom int r std

noticeably

n tura

tor

as well as tote

helpers

in this

This section

fe tures

cis Phillip.

trained

it

reason,

ch the

about

s ction.

v1as regarded

Sever l staff

mo ers felt

should have b en supplied

ork because

This fact

s one of

of the c. p due to the fine

of the variety

campers to do and the interest
indic

the C p Shiloh program.

place emphasis upon this

its

e of the

every year.

the outstanding

Fr

ce in this

pr?gram at Camp Shiloh has improved

stu:iy

Q;raftsdirector.
rs.

a

s . eo e who could stim l te t e

secure

Th

and experie

to oe a vary difficult

s advis

n ture.

equired

This position

~ho had had so e tr ining

It

to rely upon.

stimulated

th t more

to help the direcin things

for the

in the crafts

tes the i portance

of crafts

Every Bible camp ould do

ph se of their

ork of

~

to
ell

to

program bee use of

appeal to youngsters.

Office staff.
dequate

s cretarial

the office.
system,

After

The pr ctice

work during
several

r. Kirk suggest
Try to get one regul

years

at c mp ·,as to hire

the summer to take care of
of operation

under this

:
r secretary

ho is permanent

nd

CHAPTER
VII
RESULTSANDCO CLUSIONS
Not all of the efforts

at Camp Shiloh have been good

because some mistakes have been made.
however, to overcome the mistakes.
fessor

of Soci l Sciences,

Bartlesville,

Steps h ve been taken,

Mr. Joe Spaulding,

Central Christian

pro•

College,

_Oklahoma commented in 1954:

There are many problems and difficulties
connected
with a camp of over 100 boys and girls, but I believe
this camp has solved them about as ne rly as possible.
There is no doubt that the overall result has bein
great good for the cause of Christ in this area.
I.

RESULTS

In 1957, Mr. Roger Hawley, minist r of the Brooklyn
Church of Christ,

could say:

The first six camping seasons have revealed to all
those close to the work what tre endous growth has
Shiloh h s grown
resulted-•threefold
growth, in fact.
from its tri l•and-error
beginnings into a smooth• ork•
ing, wellworganized camp everyone can be very proud of.
Yearly we have witnessed transformation in scores of
young lives, many of whomhave entered Shiloh to have
a good time and have left deeply influenced by Christ.
And not to be overlooked are the gr t strides m de by
the Christians,
ost of them young, who have come to
help youngsters and in the process have become more
d eply established
in the love of Christ.
'Speaking
truth in love' we 'grow up in all things into ••• Christ. •2

1seeking.:tl:w,kP§t. Camp Shiloh,

ew Jersey,

May l, 1954.

2seeking .:tb.e.
Lost, Camp Shiloh,

New Jersey,

June, 1957.
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Speaking of campers at Camp Shiloh,

one article

read:

When these children retu:m hoe, they have mbitions
to become worthihile citizens,
they are better able to
meet obstacles in the rnann r that Joseph, the son of
Israel met them, and they are more obedient at home. In
other
ords, thy
k thei
p rents h ppier and
re
proud of them. The activities
of the camp which produce
th se results

in

is

ummer camps.3

th

easentj al, ingredignt

"Do you feel

In answar to the question,

of camping at Camp Shiloh are being met?"
new general

feel

far

i

as Shiloh

that

for one year.
by saying;

and ,as boys' Chief Coun•
In others

"Yes, in some respects.

made. 115 Campers were taught reverenc

for God, l ve for God's Word, good citizenship

nd all

the aspects

follower

of Christ.

of a Chri~tian

life

n cessary for a

TI1ey were encouraged

to "be like

Beacb1oa;campers with :Um o0 s.l).Ql. Th
pecul

said:

~. Leonard Kirk ans mred the same

improvoments eould b

and affection

• Ken Noland, the

concerned.
',tuch OG ded improvements are
made. u 4 rlcr. Noland wo kad as a counsel r

constantly

question

th t the aims

the c mping aims are b ing met as

at Camp Shiloh for sever l ya
selor

. issing

manager of Camp Shiloh for the 1958 season,

"l def 1n1 tely

being

often

to

ibl

ca

like C mp Shiloh,

3camp Shiloh Folder,
4 Ken Noland,

5teonard

an

s valu

Christ."
· as

can only be

1956.

Personal

Kirk, Personal

lett~r,

letter,

April

29, 1958.

April 15, 1958.
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ev l

man said,

"The n

indirectly

con

thos

all

Mr.

fro

o.

Church

P.

1

er

minister

of Christ

said,

of th

was tremendously

of the church

men 11howere there
youngsters

learned

in that
nd kne

combined. 116

was

worth mile.

rea. 117

the simple teachings

mple justification

of the

should go:

nd when he is

th t

for the permanent

situ

what the

tion

w

s.

Therefore,
there

ew Testament,

"Train up

Many

who might

and indifferent

in

n

tov-, :rd
seemed to

upon the principle
child

in the

old, he will not depart

C mp Shiloh changed the lives
M ry Torres,

In 1955,

These are the words of

for concentrating

·dse man who s id,

th n

I believe

influences

were callous

Tall-

work but I had

about the gospel of Christ

area where most adults

;i.

North C rolin

gocxi

never h d had the opportunity.

otherwise

of the

'I

o.

greater

is fr

Greensboro,

nr know it

•

I ;w York directly

s of c ntacts

work is one of the greatest

growth

be

f b ptlsms in

othe , k

~

In 19 . ,

cted with c mp ctivity

ai.rd,

no idea th t it

this

of hum n so l •

in ter

ted

, y he
from it.

n8

of m ny young people.

camper for sever 1 years,

said,

At Camp Shiloh I took Christ as my master nd I have
never regretted doing so. ' re it not for the teachings
6camp Shiloh Publicity
1956.
rothers

P mphlet, June 1, 1953.

7.&llll,11111oa11......a.tb.il Lost, Camp Shiloh,
8Bible,

King J mes Version

Publishers),

Proverbs

ew Jersey,

( e" York:
22:6.

My 1,

Harper and
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t Shiloh

I learned
ti n.9
ry h s spent

Lucy

ly three_y

in th

pino a,

t I

ould not be

pproximat

n coll gs

Chri~ti

I

-

Chris-

rs in one of the

S ut.

nother c

• bee ma a Christian,

r

s id,

I h ve b en
h ppy ince tt e day I v1 s bapti 2ed.
i so ond 1·ful when you kn !/ Jesus.
i thout Him
re r nothing.
I felt like. othing b t ~~~ I
so
happy just to think that the Creator of even
nd e rth
is my friend.
ov, I h v somi3ne \vhO will
1 ays love
me and I will never be lone.

Lif

Ern t,

ill

no her

c;

mper

mo ceept

Christ,

s id,

If I h dn 1t gone to C mp Shiloh
v ry ye r nd h
all the Bible teaching th t Brother Grindley
nd other
Christi ns g v
I wouldn't be
Christin
now. It
\I as there
I learned wh t the Loni .rould h ve e de nd
w s b ptized.ll
Bill

th

nO\v desires

Sout
~

th the

ttend

one of the Christi

might become

bee us

how r

b ptized

much bett

r.

in th

"So th

s

9

lthough

some of them
In th

but those

rs of camp were t ught
doe

not

ctu 1 conv rsions

are

ctu 1 number of b ptisms

s

in

Christin.

sp ci lly tru,

l ter y

ecur te r port so fr

n

colleges

of inadequ te te ching.

ye rs of c mp this

e rlier

stronger

been b ptized

ny c mpers h v

were not co verted

giv

to

95

eoneerned. ttl2

~.

Kirk esti

ated

the

total

numbar of ba

tisms to be an average of t:renty per year.

Not only did Camp Shilo
lives

of

seed of th
lished

the go pel.

o:rd is planted,

there

In many c ses • res

fruition.

1,·.zhichmay bear

h

it also changed the attitude

any young people,

many who have not ob yd

succeed in ch nging
Ther for•

where the

is possibility

for later

ct for God's

in t ·

fruit

of

•

Ali

tord is est ab•

a Rosado,

a ca.rnper,

said,

At Camp Shiloh, I learned much about the Bibl.
y
attit de changed and I know at did it.
I have read
any books since the 7th grade, but none can compare to
the greatest of th m 11, the Bible.13
Anoth.r

this

e

Cangiano, said,, "I am so than ful

Gloria

camp b cause I learned

Catholic
Bibl

per,

church

e

er

about the Bible.

never taught

Because

anything

in

to
the

about the

• ttl4

1952, s

aking of the Camp Shiloh

"It is an

xcellent

through th

chil

interested.

15

teaching

r n's

•

opportunity,

t.

any of the parents

illi

• Fryer

12L onard Kirk, Personal
13

Tallman said,

and converting

inter

In 1955,

·rork •.•

letter.@•

said,

are
n1n some

,cit.

· •

14Camp Shiloh

Publicity

15camp Shiloh

Information

Pamp let,

Bulletin,

1953,

@•

1952.

and

.W.•
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instanc

s th

ef

who have v,or ed

truth

of the f

r

bringing

ye rs recogniz

v nm r

cts have b

ctively

through their

n.

This •

in which Camp Shiloh h s found itself
xpress

the attitude

here ar

Those
for m y

gospel

ts are led to the
th

ple

ant situation

few cases.

in

of the campers toward their

the words of John Niastadt,

t C mp Hunt.

Christ

th

th t many par

childr

ching,

ily to Christ."16

in pr aching

the fact

far-r

To

parents,

ho ~as baptized

into

John wrote,

Camp Hunt and C mp Shiloh really meant a lot to me.
If I h d not been baptized and follored the call of
Jesus, only God would kno where I iould be today.
y
greatest goal that I w~sh to achieve is to convert my
other and father.
I realize it
n 1t bee sy.17
Generally

speaking,

those who were converted

concern d about converting
was impossible
parents.

because of the religious

their

but many times this
background of the

Sometimes the c mpers who were converted

obey the gospel against
tor

th ir parents,

at camp were

the wishes of their

parents,

turn to homes where they were openly ridiculed
faith.

Attem ts to convert

parents

in these

had to
and h d
for
eases

w re very discouraging.

Beoe£ic3ai to Camp&hJlohstaff roer,hers. Perhaps the

1955.

16seeking

Lost, Camp Shiloh, New Jers y, My 1,

17christiao

Leader, Dresden, Ohio, Dace er 11, 1951.
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greatest

value

of Camp Shiloh

the Chris.tians

ho came to

m mber expressed

it

this

vas the ban fit

1ork at camp.

received

by

One camp staff

•zay.

It is oft n s id:

"The teacher leams
ore than the
proverb if you are talk•
ing about the ~ ork at Camp Shiloh.
To b able to work
and play and sleep t\venty-four hours in the day in a
Christ-centered
environm nt is an experience
not soon to
be forgotte.
This is just such a condition
that prevails

student."

T'nis is not an idle

at Shiloh.J.

~.

,ras even

Carey Looney

of the Camp Shiloh

ore pronounced

ork in benefiting

in his

approbation

the staff

values I sa ·1
I am convinced that one of the greatest
at ~ ork in Camp Shiloh
,as the spiritual
awakening and
deepening of eternal
values in the lives of any of the
already Christians.
I sa , boys who had been indifferent
and "luke ~arm I cv n though they had been attending
Christian
schools be transformed i to en full of devotion and sacrifice
in preaching the gospel and saving
lost souls.
I sav flippant
girls from Christian
homes
be awakened with the realization
that the great commission was for them to fulfill.
iith 60
opl
I have a deep pe sonal acquaintance
who were at Camp Shiloh as staff
embers the first
sum er. Some displayed very little
of Christ-liken
ss
at the beginning, but :rith few xceptions today all of
them are engaged in activities,
directly
or indirectly
vhich testi~y to their living faith in God and their
great love to the saving of lost souls.
They became
kindled
d th th fire that characterized
the Christi
of the first
century.19
Almost every person

leng
their

ho

orked with the campe s for any

of ti e came a1ay l'lith a different
Christian

responsibilities.

18,MW,I
..... ,... ~

19Jbia..

Lost, June,

1957,

attitude

to-iard
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f9stering other ~1ble camps.
Hunt provided

th

of C mp Shiloh.

inspir

It is true th t

th t resulted

tio

Shiloh which hss provided the inspiration
of other

mp

in the founding

it was the outstanding

but

c

success

of Camp

for the fourding

Bible camps.

Each ye r we re told about a new camp that has been
inspired by the wo k at C mp Shiloh.
Vie unders,and that
th following camps were inspired directly
or indirectly
by the work at C p Shiloh.
" e Smo y ,~lount in Camp"
in Knoxville,
Tennessee -- "The Short ount C mp" in
0 The Carolina
Murfreesboro,
Tennessee.
Bible C p 11 in
"The LaQuinta Camp" t Centr 1 Christi an
orth Carolina.
College in Oklal,oma ar..- t e II lu Haven Youth {..amp" in
ew Mexico. Just this spring Paul offitt wrote us that
the 11Circle c " ncamp nt w s inspired by hio work at
Camp Shiloh.2 0
Huffman of Uillbridge,

Mr. Ch rles

of the day camp in 1955,

~

rote.

Maine, who w s director
"And having

value of ~uch a camp e have begun on

have tried

to make it just

r ...ali zed the

in

ine also,

and

lik3 Camp Shiloh.u21

PromotingChristian educatign. c p Shiloh proved to
afford

a natur

the Christ.:.

1 opportunity
colleges.

been from six t
to attend
tion
ti

t

e •

ourteen

a ChriGti

m st

in thi

tragic

Camp

ca:npers

n college.

ny campers

The

Sine

to pr mote education
began.

C mp Shilo

le o

t e..

h ve

ach ye r 1ho h ve <l ci ed

re~p ct,
xa,

hil,h

in one of

b t lt
ralluro

w s an inspir
al o failed

t

,as in 1957 when
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Baptist,

Negro lad,
th

gospel.

Christian

He

was thinking

s v ry int rost

~

schools

for

him to

He had bent

theoretical

with some Christians.

qu

stion

so that

in one

my pr ctice

thy

persons who ar

not bet

told th t

had to b

of th se insti•

in on

odied the

e

Christianity

it w s just

that

Camp Shiloh continues

schools,

f the Christian

en will

rem ins:

of obeying

going to one of th

mankind, but he learned

of all

educ ton

nroll

ught that

brotherho

tress

din

in the South, but h

it wa not possible
tutions.

seriously

but on

the Christian

colleges

what they pr ach

d

ducation

pro oting

aching hypocritic

for these

to

integr

tc

o that
schools

till

lly?

froxjded ldeai arrangement £or a £olloveup w:og:carn
..
The fforts
rary

t C mp Shiloh to remold liv s
d it w s the year rotmd follo

at best,

mad for 1 sting
in 1955 read:
thi

rea

result.

"The

till

An

v ntual

s th tall

\i

rk that

churches

in

have a young people 1s program \fhich includes

Shiloh cam r • 1122

In thee

amount of attention

was giv n to follo

church s, p rticularly
Island.

up

in Seeking

rticl

go l

ere only tempo~

ever,

rly

the Est

fter

d creas d to a minimum.

y

rs of op r tion

a gre t

up work in the

re

ide Church on M hattan

few years th t progr m pparently
There wer

~33o't

t~o major re sons for

LIBRARY
ABILENE
CHRISTIAN
COLLEGE
ABILENE,
TEXAS
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this.
progr.

left

the N

~ho indicated

full•time

st ent usiastic

m ny of the

Fir.st.

in

~

York area.

n interv

Second 1r.

ew that

ting

the program with the

required

to spend a great

fin-nces

for C mp Shiloh operation.

for him to prom tea
maintaining
with all

to

ork

follo

little

time

He indicated

th t

up program was a re 1 problem

camps.

of suppor ing th

minist

in the Northeast
r.

in the
in tho

were not employed and paid by the local

s as far as 1000 miles

other

the

The ministers

mpl yed and p id by churches

church in th

ining

church was the same prob-

bee use they could not afford

felt

was

bt ining

This left

E stside

congregation

f

of his time

up program at th

ere

som ti

ik

rea churches,23

t problems in mint

congr gation
ters

uld

One of the gre t

congregations

local

~

follovv--up progr m.

an ad qtate

the Dible

portion

lem ihich plagued many churches
m tter

he

Eddie Grindley,

with the camp and spend the b lance of his tie

eoordin

follo~

in this

that

way.

the minister
rea.

it.

Tha minis•

from other
As a result.

was controlled

An example of this

areas,
the loc l
by tho

was given by

• Davidson:

Following the first or second year of c mp, Eddie
that
Grindley report d to a Southern congregation,
man to be used
Eastside v ry much n eded an additional
in this follo
up
rk. The eld rs greed, but. s usual.

23Eddi

Grindley,

Intervie.

101

instead

of letting

&idie pick someone fitted

for the
Later

work. thy selected a young man ~or this w rk.
on. hi
,ife objected to living on the Eaatsid

of l

York Ci Y•
&o, hew
o~fexed a po iti n wit a
church hundr_ds of miles away from C mp Shiloh.
He
took t
po ition
and the Southern Church con· inu d to
support
im.24
Th problem is apparent.

first
did,

agreed to support

a worker for the Eastside

Church and

but whe the worker d cided to move, his support

to hi

with hi

ne

location.

(E stside}

w s helpless

the minist

r was contxoll

Several

support

of the ministers
extremely

the follo
The fir$t

congr g tion

because

they felt

that

d by the Southam Church.

the

by S them Churches 1 rgely

work on Camp Shiloh.

.man,however,

~ho were employed for this
difficult

field

very long

up program at E stside
step toward a solution

at Eastside

instead

of for the man.

th

t.e

Church to secure t

Davidson.

decreased.

support for the

authorize

24Clinton

d consequently

of the problem would seam

in the South which supported

for the i.~·or·, an important

Non

work re ain din

h s been greatly

of Christ

Eastsid

to

The Southern

and not the ~.

to be th t of g ining and maintaining
position

ent

pre chers have been employed from time to time

help in the follovr-up
Churches

The local

in the mattar

i e and supported

at Eat

this

The Southern Congregation

If the Church

work ~ould
1e

best m

step would be taken in th

Personal

letter,

possible
right

ay 26, 1958.
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direction.

wit

Intervie1s

so e of the preac ers of the

area

a it

nation

ith the area churches wa inadequate.

attention

pparent

that

has been give

since the total
decre sed.

the follov

ew York

u· progr mad

cooxdi•

Ho ever.

more

to all the churc es of the area

concentr

tion on the Eastside

Mr. Ken Noland

said

ork ias

in 1958:

hiloh 1s oard
d administr tion is Lrying to get
m re and g~v more coo r tion this year by giving e ch
pr ach r
opportunity
to work rJith us at Shiloh as a
teacher and thus get to kno v th campgrs fr0m his are
o that ho c n eollo\·t1 up on these
hen he returns.
Also,
a desire to help by m king it po siblo for each church
to send t ose in t 1eir area iho could not oome to camp
th y h, ve so .

nl s

T achers
campers

and other
fro

their

type

particula~

ould make Camp Shiloh

could be followed up.

ren

Church of Chri t,
fn

with them after

f llow-up

25 1<.enNoland,.

camp.

·ould be assurance

to

cou= ge this

t e carnp should havo

bout rec iving chil

them to camp and

This

that

th y

The camp hip system mentioned in

Chapter V ,as inaugurated

oft

areci. bring

to rec!"tlit

a place where loc l congregations

could send campers and there

f l t that

help.25

workers were also encouraged

work with them. th n follow-up

Grindley

f financiol

work.

11do

program.
init.e

•

standards

nly from close to a congregation

in order to allow offor'ts
1126

nr.

er&onal letter,.

26Eddie Grindley, Evaluation
(Camp Shiloh Staff Suggestion
file).

Kirk sugge

@•

to be

ted:

W•

of Shiloh Program-1956
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Try to cc 1 tle
lde- c M urs c · ·ng,
tty
tog t
as many n w ones a possible from younger groups.
Also
1:eep try 19 to keep the s
c
crs thro gh t es rnrner
r ther than trying to see how many campers can b counte.
( y feeling i~ th tit
is uch bett.r
to kee
ne
c roper eight
eks than eight campers one week e ch.)
o it ould seem good to tudy w y of getting cm rs
who can be kept year fter year and ho can be followed
up by soma church l d r in e~ch are .21
Thes

sugg stion~

s om to be

rthy of consider

tion

for camp

policiei,.

·s li itod in the p rt

Tho c mp itself
ute to the follo
an organiz

up progr m,

f the

author's
s
th

The chief rer.ponsibility
re

churche.

to try to follo r-up "ith

uthoriti

lies

It is the

uld be dangerous for the camp,

opinion th tit

uch

it is not the church nor

inc

tion of the church.

with the authorities

·t can contrib•

s (alders,

if th re

ex-c mpcrs except through
r

f the churches.

any)

Camp Shiloh does gat in touch wi'th chu ches in the New York

w J rsey area

nd

tho e churche
throughout

thy

the year.

church paxticul
facilities

that

d ~ugg st to the pro er per ons in

rly

The c mph s
in

in p riods

fforts
other

of the c mp faciliti
orkod

approach tot
churches

of the

ching others

r a to

27Leonard Kirk,

.W•

s

ith the Eastside

to promote the use of camp

than July and August.

to do more to take advantage of this

desires

@•

m ke us

about J sus.

houldcr their

Evaluation

great

The c mp
avenue of

It r mains for the

part of the r sponsi-

of Shiloh Progr

1956,
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bility

in ord r to maintain

• ilavi

on

church has
personal

t d

as indic

sin

this

by th

f llo\

up rogram •

direction

s, Sunday morning

He carefully

w s being don

uat

hat ..h_ .. rlndh

ade gr at strid

int rvie

meetings.

an ad

through

ible cl sses,

pointed out that

and other

the follow-up

work

church and not by the camp.28

Community
acceptance. Mr. Noland was ask d the
question,

"How do you feel

the people in the local

that Camp Shiloh has influenced

ar a?"

He said,

Shiloh has created a good feeling among the people
of th immediate area surrounding it.
There was much
bitterness
and opposition at first,
but after bending
over backwards to be friends and 'get along with them'
they have become much more willing to accept the camp
and the church that meets there.
The town's people
definitely
know about Shiloh_~d
think it is a very
wonderful and unusual place.29
Mr. Kirk

answered the same question

this

way.

Some who visit and learn the objectives
and see what
is actually being done may be influenced for good. Evening devotionals,
hymn singing,
organized recreation
and
such have given good impre sions to those who vi it.
Just how far this has gone is a question which is difficult to answer. I 1d like to s e more improvement in this
respect.30
These men have worked at Camp Shiloh for a number of ye rs
ad

have had opportunity
2 8clinton

Davidson,

to meet and receive
Person 1 letter,

29Ken Noland, Personal
30r.eonard Kirk, Personal

impressions

May

letter,
letter,

@•

.w,.

26, 1958.
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about the general
regarding

feelings

Camp Shiloh.

of persons of tho community

The over-all

results

seem to be very

favorable.

Workersmoveto area. The availability
st ff

members as desirable

of local

because many times it was hard

for imported staff

members to adjust

to the Northeast.

Counselors

to situations

and teachers

peculiar

who had lived

in

the area for awhile were apt to be much more understanding
and effective

in

orking

came from another

with the campers than those who

area.

The Camp Shiloh endeavor has brought many Christians
to the New York area to work permanently.
workers have taken teaching
systems.

• Kirk stated

positions
that

influence

eighteen

the cause of Christ

might otherwise

never

persons

rking at Camp Shiloh.

Christians

ere secured

to

in New York and New Jersey

who

CONCLUSIOUS

Camp Shiloh was blessed
important

school

have been available.
II.

a summer Bible camp.

in various

there were eighteen

who had remained in the area after
This ~ould mean that

Many of these

plant

for

However, it was pointed out that

as

as the physical

with an excellent

fe tures

secondary to the camp's purpose.

of the eamp are, they

re

It was emphasized that

the

average Bible camp would have to operate

with smaller

sites
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nd f ciliti

s than those which C mp S iloh poss ssed.

pur

T

ses of C mp

ct.

c·mps in most re
tor

forming liv

r

ct C mp Shiloh,

s

h

il

r

s me sot

th

r

s dedicat

Ho v r, C mp Shiloh

fter

the imag

of Jesus Christ.

~

n exampl

of

d

In th"s

11 Bible c mps oper-

ated by members of the Church of Christ,

is differ

it should b

is more interested

th t C mp Shilo

understood

n the r forming of young lives
Christians
thy

t

than in h lping

have become Christi

nt.

Also,

by h ving them become
reform them some ye rs

fter

s.

The need for C mp Shiloh and the v lue of it in
spr

ding the gospel

of re ching th
dispos

1

boys

d girls

is

ks

sp

lost

of the

means of training

or its

"mport

orld.

Christians

and guiding

who might otherwise

conclusive

ce

s

method

h ve at their

the lives

of many

never be r ached.

re son for justifying

the existence

This
of Camp

Shiloh.
The progr m of
C mp Shiloh.
schedule
child

o th this

char ctr

th t would build
life

one

w

rth might b

t rn 1 more re listic.

of

rking f ith in
richer

ch

and his hope

The themo and principle

f th t progr m w s Jesus Christ.
The me

the c

w s the he rt and canter

of the progr m w s to provide

The purpos

of events

in th

ctivities

pers int

rs of the st ff

sp"ritu

used to f

ere the tools

lly minded individu

ls.

Their

hion

107

every thought

was direct

immeasureably from the run

profited

Camp Shiloh
many

ays,

whor

campers
benefiting

filled

especial!

more camps like
else

d toward teaching

y in the

C mp Shiloh

it is possible

and relatives
taff

unexcelled

in t ew York City

and anywhere

is to disregard
Shiloh.

'J

in one oft
• rkers

bo

By re-aching many

to h ve them.

opportunity

in

There should

of Camp S iloh cannot be denied.
of this

service.

York are · •

e

of the campers

many Christian

elfish

ne d and w s of value

members, by fostering

promoting eduction
bringing

a great

They

"Jess.a

· th the gospel,
other

e Christian

camps, by

colleges,

to the Northeast,

Failure

by

tot

and by

the value

ke advantage

to shape and mold young lives

a met,od proven time after

time
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APPENDIX
A
CAMP SCHEDULE

1956

n.-

Fri.

6:45
7:45
8:15-9:25
9:30
10:00-10:45

10:5

11:35

11 :40-12:25

12:30
l :00-1 :40
1:4

2130

2:3
4:00
4:Q0-5:30

5:"'0
5:45
6:00

~n.

7:3

Fri.
Tu.-

8:15-9:00

Vied.

1:1r:

8:15
8:55

Thurs.

and shine• cl an sle ping uart rs
Sun. 8:00
r
fat
- {at.and
Sp ci l ·or
sign e ts-S t.
:3 9:25

Rise

Cnapel

Bihl

class

and

ibl

class

and music

~usic hour - Bib e c

9:45
10:00

1:0

1:40

1:4
2:30
2:30-6:00
6:00-6:30
6:30-8:00

a: o-a:45
8:45-9:45
9:4
10:00

10:00

s -

usic

Canteen

R st hour in tents or rooms, sl eping,
r ding, writing
,H,d ing, handicrafts,
nature study,
library,
and recreation
(~ of time
should be outsid )
Cl ru1 up for supper
Supper
C nt an (c mpers, counselqrs,
st ff my
vi it in rs rved areas)
Devotion 1 services
Games
Mass g

SATURDAYField Day - Trips,
SLM>AY 8:00
8:3
9:30
9:45-10:30
10:45-12:00
12:00-12:30
12:30-1 :00

(Coun el r )

Lunch

game, am teur hour,

To the t nts
Tent devotion
Lights out

9:00

usic

hikes,

1

sports,

Breakfast
l~an quArters •
Bible classes
orship service

etc.,

- No classes

re~

Singing
Lunch

Canteen
R st hour

Planned recr ation
Supper

tc.

Canteen (Visiting in reserved
Worship service
Quit soci 1 hour
tot
ts
Lights out

rea)
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APPENDIXB
DtrrIES OF DIRECTOR

Her
the duties

l sugge tion

are some ddition

and responsibilities

of

c mp dir

concerning
ctor:

1 .. The c mp director must be thoroughly
in due tion and social science.

tr ined

He must have a wholesome outlook on lif.
He must set the tone for the whole camp and
establish
and maintain a spirit of fellowship
and co-operation.
4.

He must have discrimination
in selecting
and directing

and sound judgment
a staff.

He must have
thorough knowledge of organization and ad inistration.
6.

He must know the state laws concerning sanitation. health, communicable disease, labor.

7.

He must have a thorough knowledge of every camp
activity.

s.

He must have a thorough

9.

He must kno how and where to purchase food.

ciples

of nutrition.

knowledge of the p_rin-

10.

He must know how to program assignments

11.

He must be able to meet difficulties
and emergencies in kitchen, cabin, social hall, and to
prevent episodes from becoming situations
when•
ever possible.

12.

He must know how to organize,

13.

He must know how to
cost ccounting.

activities.

Th se suggestions

.Iba Book.a£ Gampjng.

deputize,

and

supervise.

anage a budget and to do

were t ken from Robert Rubin's

App
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APPENDIXC

QUALIFICATIONS
OF COWSELORS

are personal

The following

qualifications

desirable

to possess in order to be successful:

for a counselor
1.

A sense of the Y10rth and dignity
child.

2.

An understanding
children.

3u

A pe:rsonal realization
and understanding
of
the joy of life and of th art of living.

4.

A sense of humor.

5.

A desire

6u

A

of every

of the interests

and needs of

to serve.

cone rn w th the growth and development of
through creative
expression.

young peopl

7.

A sympathetic

and personaliti

ttitud

8.

An ability

to lad

9.

Organizing

ability.

Ability

11.

Freedom fr m ental

illingness
nd h bits

1.

opinions

lly.

or their

A counselor

complexes.

to sub rdinate per on 1 opinions
for the good of the camp as a whole.

It is i portant.

added requirements

democratic

thers'

to get along with people.

10.

12.

tow rds

s.

to,

th t counselorc

fill

these

equivalent:
should

h ve some speci

1 tY"' ining,

such as ould be required for majors•-in sociology, recreation,
physic 1 education or in
y oth rm jor given at college.

114
2.

Counselors should be matured in years.
This
me that any specific
does not necessarily
age requirement
sh uld be set for them.
M turity
should not be based on chronological
age requirement.

3.

A counselor

4.

counselor sl uld have
action i.n order to maint
for the Morals of the en

should have interest
and should be
able to partake in informal games, contests,
v nts.

definite
pl n of
and be responsible
s.

Thes qualific
tions were taken from Cl rice
Bowman's Spiritual YaJ11es in Garopjng.

1.
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QUALIFICATIONSF TEACHERS
Hero ara so
in good Bi 1 tecC

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

a.

9.
10.

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
a.
9.
10.

su gestions

fr

desirable

qualities

r:

Good personal appe ranee
P ysic 1 endurance
Sound health
Abundant energy
Physical vigor
Phys-cal strength
Good carriage and posture
Physical control
CorJ.:ect personal habits
Good voice

Genuine intere t
Accurate knowl dge
Clear thinking
Sound judgment
Power of decision
Scholarly attittde;
will to learn
Ability to see ahead; foresightedness
Ability to concentr te
ental alertness;
openmindedness
Constructive
imagination

.Eactor:a.Qi. tempex:ameot
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

a.
9.

Good cheer, joy and optimism
S pathy, tenderness, love
P tience,
persever nee and ~bjectlvity
Sensitivity,
re ponsiveness, serenity
Sense of humor, enthusiasm
Self-control,
peace, c ution
Y~ndnes , courtesy and poli teneS$
Poise, attractiveness,
purpose
Ze 1, rever nee, exaltation
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9uaJjtJes Qf.
1,.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

B.
9.
10.

50 Gial

hebnv1or•

Address, under tanding
Tact, sympathy
Lad rship,
ttr ctiveness
Resourcefulness
Punctuality,
practicalness,
R liability,
sincerity
Truthfulness,
honesty
Toler
ce, r sp ct
Altrui~ 1 uns lfishness
Ambition, dep n bility

r sponsibility

Iraits Af. cbataster .Q.r. roo+ai J.ifa.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
a.

3.
4.

7.
8.

Purity
High moral standa:rds
F irness
D v tion to tJie right
Impartiality
Loyalty
Earnestness
Dignity

Absolute - urr nder to God
Vivid sense of the reality
d presence of
God
Recognition of Jesus Christ as the only w y
to God
Keen, deep interest
in the alvation and
spiritu
1 e Tr
of th rs
Whole-hearted d pendence on the Holy Spirit
Humble, gro ing sense of victory over elfis
ness. worldliness,
nd sin
Intelligent
and genuine conviction concerning
great fundamental truths
1llingn ss to serve nd to give ~ithout
thought or recognition
prayr
Given to i portune, effective
Sincere 1
G
d. p~ls
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APPENDIX
E
APPLICATION
FORC

SHIP

Nme__________________
~-------~
{List n mes of both parents)
Address ________________________
Phone_____

_

Hom

Neighbor

_

Relativ

Church

Family:
Name

Age

Birth•

place
Fath r _______________________

Religion

Business

W ekly
salary

_

other _______________________
Guardian

_

______________________

_

Others _______________________

_

Children-----------------------

Car ______
Transp.

/\ode_1
__

to work___

Own home.
___

Yea-.:r;;
__
Property

attend

Used in business __

or bus. o

Amt. of rent paid ____

themselves good church
Do children

M ke___

embers, active

Bible classes __

ed.________

_
_

-Po parents

consider

in their

religion __

~.orship services. ___

?

?

Family problems:
Parents-•Living
Stepfather

together __

or Stepmother.. ___

s parated~----Pivorced..._
Gross family

Other sources of income$ _____

•

income $___

__
•
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Illn

s or speci

1 h alth

conditions. __________

_

handicaps of chil ..._ _____________
Emotional or behavior problems,____________

Physical

Bed\etter ___
Dismiss
List

Any juvenile

•

fro

records _ _,.Describe.___

_

awaxds, etc., _________

1 honors,

Adequ t ..._ _,_No. of rooms_Cleaned_
brief

_

description

of Street,

t 11 furnished __
Project

How far to nearest

playground or public

Wh re do children

pl y?_________________

What do children

Previous

_

of home and neighborhood:

Description

Giv

_

For ihat reason, _______

schoo~l __

any speci

_

do after

c mp experi

_____

Did child

c,

nee:

camp?.__

Ever dismissed

(list

_
_

n

_

es of children)
of

Year_~No.

ks. __

Why or why not? ________

camp?__

fro

park ______

school? ____________

mp attended, _____

like

or Neighborhood_

~· y? ___________

_
_

For par nt or gu rdian:

I want my child to attend Camp Shiloh.
If accepted I
agree for my child to ttend classes, particip te in all
c mp activities
and abide by the regulations
of c mp.
I cannot afford

I can afford top
Date._____

top

y full

y •___

price bee use._______
weekly

_

d will pay in advance.

_

n me
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Notes from recommending person

Notes from Camp Com:nittee

name

